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We describe the elements of the electronic structure and the chemical trends in cation-
substitutional Cr, Mn;— Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn impurities in GaP and Fe in InP. First, using the re-
cently developed method of Fazzio, Caldas, and Zunger, we deconvolute the observed acceptor,
donor, and intracenter d —+d excitation energies into a one-electron mean-field contribution and a
many-electron multiplet correction. Then, using the self-consistent quasiband crystal-field Green s-
function method of Lindefelt and Zunger, we show that one-electron theory explains the magnitudes
and the trends in the mean-field part of the observed transition energies (evaluated as differences in
total energies) ~ Many-electron contributions are found to be sizable, and are responsible for the non-
monotonic trends of the observed acceptor energies with the impurity s atomic number and a reduc-
tion in the Mott-Hubbard Coulomb energies. We discuss in detail the impurity-induced energy lev-
els (gap states as well as resonances), the photoionization and intracenter excitations, the attenuation
of the Mott-Hubbard Coulomb repulsion energies with the attendant plurality of charge states, the
self-regulating response of the electron density to excitations, and the nature of the transition-
atom —host chemical bond with its relationship to the structure of bulk 3d phosphides.

I. INTRODUCTION

The utility of III-V—compound semiconductors in
many device applications, ranging from high-speed logic
circuits, ' optoelectric devices, ' microwave devices, and
solar cells, rests on the characteristics of the intentionally

. introduced impurities (dopants) as much as it depends on
the properties of trace amounts of unintentional contam-
inations. Transition-atom (TA) impurities in compound
semiconductors form a special class of such contaminants.
They were studied experimentally in great detail (e.g., re-
view articles in Refs. 7 and 8) using a broad range of tech-
niques, including optical absorption, luminescence, photo-
capacitance, photoconductivity, electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR), electron-nuclear double resonance (EN-
DOR), deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS), and Hall
effect. This article is concerned with the theoretical
understanding of the electronic properties of perhaps the
experimentally most studied system in this group: TA

,
impurities in GaP. The Appendix and Figs. 1(a), 2(a),
3(a), 4(a), and 5(a) summarize the most reliably deter-
mined levels of GaP:TA, for TA= Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni
(GaP:Zn gives rise to only a simple shallow acceptor, and
CJaP:Cu shows mostly complexes). Detailed EPR and
ENDOR studies ' suggest that with one possible excep-
tion (neutral and doubly negative3 Fe in GaP, for which
no conclusive data exist as yet), all 3d elements considered
take up a cation substitutional site in GaP, much like the
situation in other III-V compounds ' ' (e.g., InP and
GaAs) and the II-VI compounds (e.g., ZnS and ZnSe),
but in contrast with the situation in Si, where under nor-
mal diffusion conditions the tetrahedral interstitial site is
often favored.

Few of the elements of the structural and electronic
properties of GaP:TA can be appreciated from a cursory

look at the experimental data and from simple atomic
considerations. %'hen a transition atom takes up the
trivalent Ga site, its formal oxidation state becomes that
of Ga, i.e., T + for a neutral center, T + for a singly neg-
atively charged center, and T + for a positively charged
center. Assume first that the crystalline environment was
a weak perturbation on these oxidation states of the
transition-atom impurity and examine the consequences
of this assumption vis a vis -ex-periments. Figure 6
displays the calculated 3d-orbital energies of the free
ions Ni through V in these three oxidation states. We
give both the spin-up (d+ ) and the spin-down (d ) ener-
gies; their separation (shaded area in Fig. 6) is the ex-
change splitting. First, observe that the orbital energies
become less negative with decreasing impurity atomic
number Z, going from Ni to V (a Coulomb attraction ef-
fect). The slope of this reduction in binding energies is
about 1—3 eV per unit increment in Z. Since this is also
the order of magnitude of the semiconductor band gap
(shown schematically at the top of Fig. 6), at this rate
there will be at most one impurity that would have its lev-
el inside the semiconductor band gap. In fact, all impuri-
ties shown in Fig. 6 were observed experimentally to have
band-gap levels in GaP [Appendix and Figs. 1(a)—5(a)j as
well as in InP and GaAs. ' Second, note that the binding
energy increases rapidly as the oxidation state changes
from 2+ to 3+ and 4+, at a rate of about 15—20 eV
per unit increment in the oxidation number. This is relat-
ed to the (Mott-Hubbard) single-site Coulomb repulsion
effect; interelectronic repulsions of the order U=15—20
eV are characteristic of 3d atoms. At this rate, if a level
of a particular transition atom does exist inside the semi-
conducting gap, it will have at most a single stable oxida-
tion state (say, T + in a nomenclature scheme to be ex-
plained in the following section), and will be pushed into
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimentally observed donor, acceptor, and intra-d excitations in CxaP:Cr, and the theoretical assignments of the
multiplet states and dominant one-electron configurations. See Appendix, subsection 1, for details and references. T denotes tentative
values. (b) One-electron mean-field analog for donor, acceptor, and intra-d excitations in GaP:Cr.

the conduction band when a second electron is captured
(producing T +). Similarly, if a level will exist in GaP
(i.e., T + when neutral) it would not exist in ZnS ( T +
when neutral). In fact, the experimental data summarized
in Figs. 1(a)—5(a) show that, for GaP, the impurities Mn
and Co exist in the gap in two oxidation states, Fe and Ni
exist in three oxidation states, and Cr has been observed to

exist in four oxidation states. Furthermore, these impuri-
ties give rise to band-gap levels both when replacing
trivalent host cations (e.g., GaP) or divalent host cations '

(e.g., ZnS). Indeed, for this to occur, the Coulomb repul-
sion energies of the free ions would have to be reduced in
the solid by 1—2 orders of magnitude, i.e., U-0.2—2 eV.
This is surprising since EPR and ENDOR measurements
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FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, for GaP:Mn; see Appendix, subsection 2, for details and references.
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1, for GaP:Fe; see Appendix, subsection 3, for details and references.

suggest that these impurities have localized orbitals
resembling atomic 3d orbitals. Hence, much like the situ-
ation in biological electron-transporting molecules, (e.g.,
Cytochrome C), where the different oxidation states of the
transition atom (i.e., Fe) are separated by less than 1 eV,
so are the different ionization states of a TA compressed
into a narrow band-gap range when they exist as impuri-
ties in semiconductors. Third, the absorption spectra of
Gap:TA at sub-band-gap photon energies show sharp

lines, ' resembling the familiar multiplet transitions in
free atoms, except that the energy range of the spectra is
compressed by about a factor of 10. Fourth, whereas the
free-ion orbital ionization energies of Fig. 6 show a
change in slope of 2.5 eV between high-spin ionizations
and low-spin ionizations (Mn + d and Fe + d, respec-
tively), the change is 5 times smaller for the correspond-
ing impurities (0.45 eV between the Mn and Fe first ac-
ceptors, cf. Figs. 2 and 3). Finally, EPR (Refs. 7 and 8)
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 1, for GaP:Co; see Appendix, subsection 4, for details and references.
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 1, for GaP:Ni. Here we give two sets of experimental data for the 'T~~ T2 intracenter excitations (dis-
cussed in Appendix, subsection 5), and the corresponding two sets of the calculated mean-field values.

shows these systems to occur at their maximum spin [J in
Figs. 1(a)—5(a)j, and hence, despite the fact that in-
terelectronic repulsions are reduced substantially in the
solid, the exchange splittings (2—5 eV in ions, cf. Fig. 6)
must necessarily remain reasonably high to prefer the
(Hund's-rule) high-spin ground state. One concludes that
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FIG. 6. Calculated (local spin density, cf. Ref. 54) orbital en-
ergies for free ions of transition- ( T) metal elements. At the top
we give, for comparison of scale, the energy gaps of three semi-
conductors. The shaded areas (exchange splitting) separate the
spin-up ( d+ ) from the spin-down ( d ) orbital energies. Ioniza-
tions take place form the highest occupied orbital, e.g. , for T +

it involves the lower d+ orbital for V, Cr, and Mn, and then the
upper d orbital for Fe, Co, and Ni. Hence, orbital ionizations
show a slope discontinuity with a (local) minimum at Mn and
(local) maximum at Fe.

the GaP:TA system appears to show a dual behavior with
respect to localization: It is sufficiently localized to main-
tain a large enough exchange splitting and a multiplet
structure, but it is sufficiently delocalized to exhibit small
Coulomb repulsions with the attendant plurality of charge
states, a compressed excitation spectrum, and a slow
reduction in binding energies with decreasing Z.

From these simple observations one concludes that a
theory is needed for explaining the chemical shift in bind-
ing energies (i.e., reduction of their slope with Z), the
Coulomb reduction (i.e, , the attenuation of repulsion ener-
gies by 1—2 orders of magnitude), and the survival of the
many electron multiplet -effects in the solid, with their at-
tendant high-spin ground states. In this first self-
consistent study of transition-atom impurities in an ex-
tended compound semiconductor we set out to clarify
these issues.

The strategy that we adopt in this work is as follows.
First, using the recently developed method of Fazzio, Cal-
das, and Zunger, we will resolve the experimental excita-
tion and ionization energies b,E into a mean-field (MF)
one-electron part AEMF and a multiplet correction (MC)
part AEMc. This is needed since the local-density ap-
proach underlying our work cannot handle conveniently
the multiplet part, except for its spin contribution (when
carried in a spin-polarized fashion). Not knowing in ad-
vance if spin correlations are more important than space
correlations, we circumvent this problem by determining
AEMc directly from experiment through a theoretical
model. We next use self-consistent one-electron theory
to independently calculate the MF contribution
b,EMF b,E AEMc from the —ele——ctronic structure. We
represent this energy as the difference between the total
MF energies of the final and initial configurations. Since
local-density eigenvalues do not correspond to removal en-
ergies, we evaluate AEMF from differences in total ener-
gies (through the transition-state construct, see below).
This is achieved by solving self-consistently for the elec-
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tronic structure of an impurity in an infinite host crystal,
using a series of electronic configurations, one at the time,
appropriate for the various transitions. We use for this
purpose the first-principles quasiband crystal-field
(QBCF) Green's-function method of Lindefelt and
Zunger. It provides highly accurate self-consistent solu-
tions to the problem within the local-density framework.
We have previously shown the highly stable convergence
properties of this method, ' have demonstrated that
when applied to problems treated by other first-principles
Green's-function methods +" + ' (the Si vacancy (Ref.
58) and Si:S (Ref. 61), and Si:Zn [(Ref. 59(a)]) the same
results are reproduced. We have further applied it to
numerous other systems (0, S, and Se in Si, ' substitution-
al and interstitial " "3d impurities in silicon, com-
parison of Cu, Ag, and Au impurities in silicon "), for
which no application with any first-principles Green s-
function method exist. Finally, we show that the calculat-
ed hEMF excitation and ionization energies reproduce
those deduced from experiment, and discuss discrepancies,
where they exist, in terms of lattice-distortion effects.
Based on the accuracy of our results, we analyze in detail
quantities not delivered directly through experimental
probing, such as impurity-induced resonances, the charge
distribution in the system, and its implication in the na-
ture of the impurity-host chemical bond. This provides
the first comprehensive picture of the physical and chemi-
cal elements underlying transition-atom impurities in
GaP.

II. NOMENCLATURE

The chemical nomenclature used in this field to desig-
nate various charge and oxidation states is often confus-
ing. We briefly define here this notation and discuss its
implications.

If an isolated neutral (A ) transition atom has a one-
electron configuration d~s~, then when it takes up a
trivalent substitutional site (e.g., the Ga site in GaP) its
oxidation state is denoted T + and its formal configura-
tion is denoted d =d~+& . If singly positive (A+}, its
oxidation state is T + and its formal configuration is
d =d~+q . If singly negative ( A ), its oxidation state
is T + and its formal configuration is d =d~+~ . This

nomenclature is summarized in Table I. While this nota-
tion is borrowed historically from the field of ionic coor-
dination compounds, ' where the oxidation state sym-
bolizes a complete ionic charge transfer (i.e., T + is imag-
ined as having one less electron than T + on the impurity
site), we will use it here merely as a convenient formal no-
tation, without implying by it the nature of the impurity-
host bonding. The latter issue will be addressed in some
detail in our electronic structure calculations (Sec. VI D),
where a different picture emerges.

The experimental findings summarized in the Appendix
show that all 3d impurities exist in GaP as neutral centers
[denoted (A, T +, d~+~ )], whereas Cr, Fe, and Ni ex-
ist also as doubly negatively charged centers [denoted
(A2, T'+, d&+~ ')], and Cr exists also as a positively
charged center [denoted (A+, T +, d~+~ )].

Elementary considerations of crystal-field theory also
indicate that the symbolic configuration "d " actually ex-
ists in the cubic impurity system as two impurity-induced
levels: an e level (fourfold degenerate, including spin) and
a t2 level (sixfold degenerate, including spin), where the
one-electron configuration is e t" with n +I =N. Elec-
tronic transitions in these systems involve configuration
changes, often denoted as e t"—+e t" . We next discuss
the two types of electronic transitions observed in such
systems.

III. TV/0 TYPES OF ELECTRONIC TRANSITIONS
IN GaP:TA

Absorption, luminescence, Hall-effect, and photocon-
ductivity experiments indicate two types of electronic
transitions in this system: those that occur within a fixed
formal charge state and those that alter the formal charge
state of the center.

A. Intracenter d ~d* excitations

The intracenter transitions are excitations within a
fixed formal charge where the configuration of the impur-
ity e t" changes to e 't" +' or e +'t" ', etc. They
are often referred to as d ~(d )* internal transitions, or
crystal-field excitons, and resemble similar transitions in
the free ions, where both initial and final state belong to

TABLE I. Nomenclature used to describe the charge state (A, A, and A ), the oxidation states (T'+, T +, and T'+, respec-
tively), and the symbolic configuration (d", d" +', d"+, respectively) of substitutional 3d impurities on a trivalent cation site in
III—V compound semiconductors.

Neutral impurity (A ) Negative impurity (A ) Doubly negative impurity (A )

Impurity

V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga

Free-atom
configuration

d s
d5 1

d's'
d6 2

d7S2
d's'
d10 1

d 10S2

d10s2p1

Symbolic
configuration

d2

6
d'
d'
d
d7
d'
d'
d]0

Oxidation
state

V+
Cr3+
Mn +
Fe'+
Co+
Ni +

Cu +
Zn'+
Ga'+

Symbolic
configuration

d3
d4
d5

d7
d'
d'
d10

Oxidation
state

V2+

Cr+
Mn +
Fe'+
Co +

Ni +

Cu +
Zn+

Symbolic
configuration

d4
d'
d'

d'
d'
d10

Oxidation
state

V'+
Cr'+
Mn'+
Fe'+
Co'+
Ni'+
Cu'+
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the same formal charge (and hence oxidation) state. The
change in the total many-electron energy ET attendant
upon such transitions is denoted as

Q(ij) EP()[em'tn'] E(i)[e mtn]

where Etl)[em t" ] and ET'[e t"] are, respectively, the to-
tal energies of multiplets

j j) and
~

i ) (only the multiplet
representation iridices i and j are the appropriate quantum
numbers for these many-electron states. We include in
this paper the predominant one-electron configurations
e t" and e t" only as a reminder that different multi-
plets correspond to different configurations).

Since both the excited electron and the hole left behind
remain, in most cases, partially bound, the excitation ener-

gy of Eq. (1) contains an electron-hole excitonic contribu-
tion, much like in the case of 3d core excitons in
semiconductors. ' ' The experimental findings surveyed
in the Appendix show that in GaP:M' "' such intracenter
excitations can be observed only for the ( A, T +,
d~+~ ) center, the only exception being Ni, which shows
also an intracenter transition of the ( A, Ni'+, d )

center. The excited states of A may be overlapping with
the photoionization transitions and are usually not
resolved. The number of intracenter transitions is limited
by the size of the band gap Es,' hence only a rather small
number of transitions are observed in GaP (Es =2.35 eV),
compared with wider-gap materials such as ZnS or NiO
(none were observed so far in silicon). Specifically, in
GaP a single intracenter transition has been observed for
the Cr, Mn, and Fe impurities, and three transitions have
been observed for Co and Ni impurities. A glance at
Figs. 1(a)—5(a) shows that the excitation energies for these
intracenter transitions are almost an order of magnitude
smaller than the corresponding transitions in the free
ions. Qn the other hand, they are about an order of
magnitude larger than the ¹ ~np intracenter excitations
of effective-mass-like impurities.

B. Iomzations

Whereas intracenter excitations are charge conserving,
the second type of electronic transitions characterizing
GaP:TA ("charge-transfer") thermal ionizations or pho-
toionizations) changes the formal charge state of the
center. We refer to these as i.onizations, although the re-
moved electron or added hole remains in the crystal and
can have a finite amplitude on the excited atom. ' ' Few
types of such ionization processes are pertinent here.

1. Single (first) acceptors

The single-acceptor ionizations correspond to the pro-
cess where, for example, a valence-band (VB) electron is
transferred to -an impurity level of type e or t, changing
thereby the charge state from 3 to 2 . If the fully oc-
cupied valence band has M electrons, such as single-
acceptor ionization (a reduction reaction) can be described
as

AO (VB)Mtn A
— (VB)M —ltn+1

or

~(e)( /0) Ep(')[A — (VB)M —1 m+1]

E(i')[AO (VB)Mem]

(3)

where each total-energy term corresponds to the lowest
multiplet (i, j, i', or j') of the corresponding charge state.

A complementary acceptor ionization process can occur
where a conduction-band (CB) electron is captured by an
impurity center. This can be described as an electron-
capture process:

A', (CB)'t"~A —,(CB)ot"+'

OI

A (CB)'e A (CB) e +'
(4)

2. Double (second) acceptors

Double-acceptor ionizations correspond to a process
where a second valence-band electron is transferred to the
impurity levels, changing thereby the charge state from

to 2 . This can be described as a second hole emis-
sion process:

(VB)Min+ I A 2 (VB)M ltn+2

(VB)Mern+1 A2 (VB)M )em+2

The change in total free energy attendant upon this pro-
cess can be denoted as E ( —/2 —), or

E(i)( /2 ) Ej()[A 2— (VB)M —lt n+ 2]

E(')[A—, (VB)Mtn+1]

E(e)( /2 ) EP( )[A2 —(VB)M —lcm+2]

E(i )[A — (V'B)M m+1]

Again, the complementary process of capture of a second
electron from the conduction band is possible (but less
likely).

3. Single (first) donors

Single-donor ionization (an oxidation reaction) corre-
sponds to a process where the impurity level emits an
electron to the conduction band, changing the formal
charge state from A to 2+. This can be described as

A ' (CB)'t"~A +, (CB)'t"

This type of single-acceptor process is often referred to as
hole emission to the valence band, and the associated
change in the total free energy Ez- of the system is denot-
ed as H ( —/0), i.e.,

~( &)
( /0) Ep(') [A

—
(VB )

M —1t n + 1 ] E( i)[A 0 (VB)Mt n ]

or

AO (VB)M m A
— (VB)M —1 m ~1

(2) or

A (CB) e A+ (CB)'e
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The change in total free energy attendant upon this elec-
tron emission is denoted as E(OI + ) and given by

E'"(0/+ ) =EP'[A+ (CB)'t" ']—E"[A' (CB)'t"]

or

&"(0/+)=Ep '[A+, (CB)'e '] ET—' '[A', (CB) e ] .

The complementary process of a single-donor transition
through a hole capture by the valence band is possible (al-
though less likely) and can be described as

AO (VB)M —ltn A+ (VB)Mtn —I

or

AO (VB)M —1 m A+ (VB)M m —1

Double-donor transitions can be constructed in analogy
with the single-donor electron-emission process.

C. Mott-Hubbard Coulomb energies

Using the above definition of donor and acceptor ener-
gies, one can further define the apparent Mott-Hubbard
Coulomb repulsion energy U' ~' as the energy required to
transfer an impurity electron from orbital u on one site
and place it in orbital P on a distant impurity site. Clear-
ly, this definition implies that U includes (i) frozen-lattice
one-electron effects including changes in screening, polari-
zation, and crystal-field splittings attendant upon charge
exchange, (ii) many-electron multiplet effects, and (iii)
lattice-relaxation effects. The contribution of (i) is posi-
tive, whereas (ii) and (iii) can be either positive or nega-

'

tive. If we carry out this process for the neutral center
A, we first remove an electron from orbital a to form
A+, investing an energy E' '(0/+ ) [Eq. (8)], and then
we add an electron to orbital 13 on a distant neutral center
A, transforming it to an A center by investing the en-
ergy H'~'( —/0) [Eq. (3)j. If all three species A, A+,
and A involve the same space orbital a=P in the
electron-transfer processes, then we have th diagonal
Mott-Hubbard energy for A, given by the di ference in
single-donor and single-acceptor energies (referred to the
same band edge) as

(A )=E' '(0/+)+[H' '( —/0) —E ] . (10)

For most impurities, U (A ) is positive; i.e., the donor
level is lower in the gap than the acceptor level if the two
transitions are associated with the same center. A dif-
ferent apparent Mott-Hubbard energy can be obtained for
the A center by first removing an electron from orbital
a on A, transforming the center to A through an ener-

gy change H' '( —/0) [Eq. (3)], and then adding an elec-
tron to orbital P of an A center, transforming it to an
A center through an energy change E' '( —/2 —) [Eq.
(6)). The diagonal Mott-Hubbard energy for A is given
by the difference in double-acceptor and single-acceptor
energy as

U(aa)(A —
) E(a1( /2 ) /(a)(0/ )

where we have referred both acceptor energies to the
valence-band edge. For most impurities, U' '(A ) is

positive too; i.e., the single-acceptor level is lower in the
gap than the double-acceptor level if both belong to the
same center.

Experimental values for these Mott-Hubbard energies
are given in Figs. 1(a)—5(a). They are U'"'(A )=0.73
and 1.05 eV for GaP:Cr and GaP:Ni, respectively;
U(ee)Ao) 1 39 eV for GaP:Fe, and U(tt)(Ao)
=(0.62+0.1) eV for GaP'. Cr. Within experimental error,
U'aa'(A )=U' '(A ) for GaP:Cr (the only impurity in
this series for which a donor has been observed). For sp-
electron impurities (e.g., GaP:S, GaP:Si, GaP:Ge), one
could guess from the knowledge of the valence difference
hZ between the impurity and the host atom it replaced
whether the system will show donor or acceptor action.
However, the larger U values for GaP:TA make such pre-
dictions impossible. For example, while GaP:Fe has ex-
cess electrons in its highest-energy orbital available for
donation, upon removal of one such electron the level
moves downward by U'"' and disappears into the valence
band. Hence, GaP:Fe shows no donor action. %'e will see
in Sec. VI how mean-field one-electron effects as well as
multiplet effects combine to give this result.

D. general properties of these transitions

A few remarks are in order for clarifying the nature of
these ionization processes. First, whereas the crystal as a
whole conserves its charge both in acceptor [Eqs. (2) and
(4)] and in donor [Eq. (7)j ionizations, the impurity sub-
space changes its formal charge. This implies a change in
the orbital occupation space, but it does not imply neces-
sarily that the impurity site changes its charge by an in-
teger number in coordinate space. Historically, ' the
notation of formal charge states, 3+, A, 2, etc. , has
often identified the formal charge with a physical (ionic-
like) charge that resides on the impurity atom. No such
implication is made here (cf. Sec. VID). 9 Second, the
charge in free energies H ( —/0), E ( —/2 —), and
E(0/+ ) does not equal the change in the ground-state or
bital energies, but rather a change in the totai energy of
the final and initial system, each evaluated at its equilibri-
um geometry pertinent to the experimental conditions.
Changes in the electrostatic (Madelung) energies as well as
in lattice relaxations can contribute to these ionization en-
ergies. In an equilibrium experiment (e.g., DLTS, Hall ef-
fect) this means that both initial and final states can take
up relaxed equilibrium geometries, whereas in nonequili-
brium experiments (e.g. , photoabsorption) this may not be
so. Third, the sum of the energy for (acceptor) hole emis-
sion [Eq. (2)] and (acceptor) electron capture [Eq. (4)]
need not equal the band-gap energy, since different elec-
tronic and structural relaxations can be involved in each
case. In practice, however, in the few cases where both
transitions have been measured (reviewed in Ref. 52) the
sum is indeed very close to the band-gap energy, suggest-
ing small (or similar) relaxation energies in both processes.
The same is true for (donor) electron emission [Eq. (7)]
and (donor) hole capture [Eq. (9)]. We will hence consider
only one member of each complementary pair, i.e., accep-
tor hole emission [Eqs. (2) and (3)] and donor electron
emission [Eqs. (7) and (8)]. Finally, the expressions in
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Eqs. (1)—(9) for the various transitions denote explicitly
only the levels e and t that undergo an occupation change.
This does not imply, however, that the corresponding
transition energies depend only on these (gap) levels. For
transition-atom impurities in ionic host crystals ' it is
often assumed that the e and t levels have only a weak
electronic coupling to the host crystal (since all 3d orbitals
appear as gap levels) and only they are involved in the ex-
citation. This is not the case for transition-atom impuri-
ties in covalent systems. ' There, in addition to the gap
levels, part of the 3d intensity appears as valence-band
resonances. Hence, when the e and t gap levels are altered
in occupation space through excitation, the valence-band
resonances undergo changes in coordinate space (i.e., their
degree of spatial localization changes when the "outer"
gap levels are excited. ) We mean by our notation in Eqs.
(1)—(9) that the change in total energy upon excitation in-

cludes both the (explicit) contributions of the e and t
"outer" gap levels as well as the (implicit) contribution
from the rearranged valence-band resonances. In our cal-
culation of the mean-field part of the excitation energies
(Secs. IV D and V) we will treat the impurity and its host
crystal self-consistently as a whole, evaluating the changes
in the total energies and letting both the gap'orbitals as
well as the valence-band resonance orbitals relax.

IV. MANY-ELECTRON VERSUS ONE-ELECTRON
(MEAN-FIELD) CONTENT

OF TRANSITION ENERGIES

A. General discussion

In general, the excitation and ionization energies ob-
served experimentally [Figs. 1(a)—(5a)] and formulated in
Eqs. (1)—(9) could arise both from many-electron (multi-
plet) effects as well as from one-electron (mean-field) con-
tributions. The relative importance of these two contribu-
tions has- been a subject of controversy in the context of
band theory of perfect solids as well as in the theory of
point defects. This situation is well known in the phys-
ics of Mott insulators ' (e.g., MnO, CoO, and NiO),
where spin-restricted one-electron band theory usually
predicts such systems to be partially filled d-band metals
at least above the Neel temperature (e.g., CoO) or
narrow-gap semiconductors (e.g., NiO and MnO),
whereas, in fact, with the exception of VO and TiO, all 3d
monoxides are wide-gap (Mott) insulators both above and
below the Neel temperature. This failure of mean-field
theory is ascribed in Mott's picture to the neglect of
space and spin many-electron correlation effects which
lead to site-localized states. Indeed, when a 3d element is
surrounded by highly electronegative narrow-band ligands
such as oxygen, Mott's picture suggests that the ground
state involves "broken-symmetry" configurations where
the metal states are atomically localized, retaining large
Coulomb energies and local magnetic moments, and sus-
taining atomiclike multiplet excitations which have no
place in one-electron band theory. At the other limit,
when a 3d element is surrounded by ligands capable of
sustaining itinerant covalent bonds such as silicon (e.g.,
TA silicides), the ground state of the system is often
described successfully by itinerant band theory, showing,

in agreement with experiment, covalent metallic bonding,
weak or no magnetism, and a normal band-to-band excita-
tion spectrum. Between these limits we . find the
transition-metal phosphides and arsenides (3d pnic-
tides69), which exhibit mixed characteristics, appearing
both as insulators and as metals, having more complex
crystal structures [e.g. , the hexagonal NiAs-type (B8&)
strilcture, or the orthorombic MnP-type (831) structure]
and magnetic properties. Transition-atom impurities in
GaP constitute the "dilute limit" of such bulk pnictides.
The extent of many-electron multiplet effects in such sys-
tems is not obvious a priovi. A similar transition between
the prevalence of one-electron effects to the dominance of
localization with its attendant many-electron effects is
familiar in spectroscopy of covalent semiconductors and
insulators. ' ' Whereas the general features of the low-
energy electronic excitations (interband spectra) could be
described reasonably well by itinerant band theory, the
higher-energy excitations in the same systems, involving
core holes and core excitons, ' ' are often dominated by
many-electron multiplet phenomena. Again, the GaP:TA
system forms an intermediate case, as its spectra involve
excitations of localized "semi-core-like" 3d orbitals in a
semiconducting matrix.

Spin- and space-restricted electronic structure calcula-
tions of both bulk solids and point impurities have tradi-
tiorially made strong commitments to the one-electron
viewpoint of such systems. This commitment is rooted in
the fundamental computational strategy chosen. Largely
because of computational ease, the spin- and space-
restricted (hereafter referred to as mean-field, or MF) cal-
culations of systems with incomplete one-electron levels
restrict the one-particle charge density to have the sym-
metry of the underlying nuclear framework (i.e., to belong
to the totally symmetric a& representation of the physical
symmetry group). This means that if n electrons are
available for occupying a degenerate level that can accom-
modate a larger number, X, of electrons, one constructs
the one-particle charge density using a procedure
equivalent to assigning n/N electrons to each of the X
partners. For example, in the d configuration, one as-
signs 3/10 electrons to each of the 10 degenerate partners
of the d level. By Unsold's theorem the density construct-
ed in this way is totally symmetric. This procedure, com-
mon to many contemporary calculations of atoms, bulk
metals, ' and impurities, constitutes an enormous
computational simplification, since all different arrange-
ments of electrons being explored share the same simplest
form of a highly symmetric one-particle density and po-
tential. However, this symmetrization also deprives the
system of much of the spatial correlation energy since it
does not allow different electron orbits to get out of each
other s way by occupying spatially distinct and variation-
ally independent orbitals. (The spin part of this correla-
tion energy can be represented approximately by spin-
polarized calculations, e.g., as in Fig. 6.) The piece of the
charge density that is omitted from mean-field calcula-
tions (i.g., the non-totally-symmetric density) is respon-
sible for two major effects in impurity physics: the Jahn-
Teller (JT) distortion and the multiplet splitting. Mean-
field calculations, however, do not provide direct informa-
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tion on the magnitude or importance of many-electron ef-
fects, except in an a posteriori fashion when the success or
failure in reproducing the experiment is analyzed. Direct
calculation of many-electron energies from the self-
consistent Green's-function wave functions appears 'prohi-
bitively complex and has not been attempted yet for any
system. Hence, before undertaking the task of performing
electronic structure calculations on 3d impurities, the rel-
ative significance of many-electron versus one-electron ef-
fects needs to be assessed. We will do this along the con-
ceptual framework similar to that suggested by Allen.

min rn'rn'j. +i( Eg(& ) (12)

Here, the first term, b,,rr[e t";e i" ] (the "effective
crystal-field splitting" ), is the mean field t-otal-energy
difference that separates the two one-electron configura-
tions:

ff[e r";e r" ]=Ez;Mp[e i"'] ET MF[e i —] (13)

The effective crystal-field energy h, ff differs from the
classic crystal-field splitting used in the Tanabe-Sugano
(TS) model. It includes (i) bare-ion contributions, (ii) co-
valency effects (i.e., screening by the impurity's electrons),
and (iii) auerage multiplet effects. All are incorporated in
mean-field calculations like ours (e.g., that of Refs.
58—62); the last two are absent (at least formally) in the
classical TS approach. The second term in Eq. (12) in-
cludes multiplet corrections, where EMJ'c[e t" ] and
EM'c[e t"j are, respectively, the energy of multiplet

i j)
derived form the predominant one-electron configuration
e t" and the energy of multiplet

~

i ) derived from e t",
both measured relative to the respective multiplet average
energies. Similarly, for the ionization process of Eqs. (3),
(8), and (6), the deconvolution is formulated, respectively,
as

Hi~1 '( —/o) =HMF( —/o)+ [EMc(A ) —EMc(A

=—&'Mp( —/0)+ ~Hdc( —/o» (14)

E'k '(0/+ ) =EMF(0/+ )+ [EMC(A+) —EM'c(A )]

=E„",(0/+ )+aE„'"c'(0/+ ),
E,'i'(-/2 —) =EM(l( —/2 —)+[E(M'(A'-)-E44(A -)]

=E(Mp( —/2 —)+bEMJ'c( —/2 —) . (16)

Here, HM„( —/0), EMF(0/+), and EM„(—/2 —) are the
differences in mean field total energies -pertinent to a sin-
gle acceptor, single donor, and double acceptor, respec-.

(15)

B. Separation of the observed transition energies
into mean-field and xnultiplet contributions

In a recent work, Fazzio, Caldas, and Zunger (FCZ)
constructed an approximate method for deconvoluting the
observed excitation and ionization energies of Eqs.
(1)—(11) into a piece that derives from mean-field (MF)
effects and a piece due to multiplet corrections (MC).
Specifically, the intracenter excitation energy
b'i'[e t";e t" ] of Eq. (1) is formulated as

b, 'J [e r";e i" ]=A,ff[e t";e t" ] +(E Mc
—EM~~~c)

tively, i.e., they have analogous expressions to Eqs. (3), (8),
and (6), respectively, except that the many-electron total
energy ET is replaced by the mean-field total energy
Ez MF. The correction terms due to many-electron multi-
plet effects are given in square brackets in Eqs. (14)—(16).
Here, EMc(A'), EMc(A-), EMc(A+), and EMc(A'
are the many-electron shifts of the ground-state multiplets

~

i ),
~ j),

~

k ), and
i

I ), respectively, of the species A,
, A+, and A, respectively.

The apparent Mott-Hubbard Coulomb repulsion ener-
gies of Eqs. (10) and (11) can be deconvoluted similarly,
yielding

U(«)(AO) U(«)(AO)+[gE(ik)(()/+ )

+&II/c( —/0)]
'(A )+AU( '(A )

)+[~EM"c(—/2 —)

+~~'dc( —/0)]

)+»;,i (A ). (18)

Here, UMF'(A ) . and U'«p'(A ) are the mean field-
Coulomb energies and b, Ugi'(A ) and b, U&i '(A ) are
the corresponding multi@let corrections.

Next, one has to evaluate the magnitude of the many-
electron correction terms in Eqs. (12)—(18). In the theory
of FCZ, the multiplet correction terms can be obtained in
terms of the known free-ion Racah parameters Bo and
Co of the free impurity ions and in terms of three physi-
cal parameters characterizing each impurity-host system.
These are the orbital deformation parameters A,, and k, of
the impurity Wannier orbitals of type e and t, respective-
ly, and the effective crystal-field splitting h, ff of Eq. (13).
In the limit of atomically localized impurity states, the or-
bital deformation parameters (measuring the strength of
interelectronic interactions in the solid relative to the free
ion) approach unity, whereas in the opposite limit of com-
pletely delocalized impurity states they diminish to zero.
In principle, A,, and, A,, could be calculated from mean-
field theory by constructing the impurity Wannier orbitals
(in the sense of Kohn and Onffroy ) using both the gap
level and the occupied resonance wave functions. Togeth-
er with b„fr of Eq. (13) these could be used to calculate the
multiplet structure of each charge state and hence the
multiplet corrections in Eqs. (14)—(18). Such a frontal at-
tack on the calculation of EEMc from the electronic
structure of the impurity was deemed to be intractable
(see, however, Sec. VI A 2). FCZ have taken the alterna-
tive approach, evaluating the magnitude of the multiplet
corrections underlying the experimental data themselves;
i.e. deconvoluting the observed transition energies into a
MF and a MC, using their multiplet theory with its pa-
rameters, as an intermediate step. To this end, they fitted
the observed intracenter A ~(A )" excitation spectra,
obtaining A,„A,„and A,ff directly from experiment. Ow-
ing to the scarcity of data, a single hcff value was used and
spin-orbit corrections (which introduce more parameters)
were neglected. When the number of observed transitions
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was smaller than the number of parameters, a range of
these parameters, consistent with the data, was deter-
mined. The interested reader is referred to Ref. 52 for a
complete description of the details of the method. We
next apply this method to Gap:TA and discuss the con-
tent of this deconvolution.

C. Analysis of the experimental data for GaP:TA

The chemical trends obtained for A,„A,„and b,ff for all
3d impurities for which data exist in ZnO, ZnS, ZnSe,
and Gap, as well as for the Mott insulators MnO, CoO,
and NiO, were described previously. Using these experi-
mentally deduced mean-field parameters, one can calcu-
late the full multiplet structure of the ground and excited
states of A, A+, A, and A centers, establishing also
the predominant one-electron configuration e t" in each
multiplet. The Appendix gives the details of the fit for
GaP:TA and the resulting mean-field parameters. Figures
1(a)—5(a) show the assignments of multiplets and the cor-

. responding one-electron configurations for all excitation
and ionization processes observed in GaP:TA. In all cases
where ESR or ENDOR data were available (Appendix),
we find that the total spin J obtained in our calculations
agrees with experiment, cf. Figs. 1(a)—5(a). Having ob-
tained in this way the multiplet structure, it is further
possible to evaluate the multiplet correction AE' ' for ex-
citations [Eq. (12)], the corrections b H gc ( —/0),
b,EMc(0/ + ), and AEMJ'c ( —/2 —) for single-acceptor,
single-donor, and double-acceptor ionizations [Eqs. (14),
(15), and (16), respectively], as well as the multiplet
corrections hU~/~f, '(A ) and b, U'JI '(A ) for the Mott-
Hubbard Coulomb energies [Eqs. (17) and (18), respective-

ly].
The content of this deconvolution is revealing. This is

illustrated in Fig. 7, which displays the MF portion (shad-
ed area) and the MC part (clear area) of the single-
acceptor energies [Fig. 7(a) and Eq. (14)], double-acceptor
energies [Fig. 7(b) and Eq. (16)], and the lowest d~d* in-

tracenter excitation energies [Fig. 7(c) and Eq. (12)]. The
solid circles represent the sum AEMF+bEMc. The sim-

ple chemical trends obtained in the mean-field parameters
A,„A,„and A,ff deduced from experiments are seen to
transform into a more complex trend in the many-electron
energies. First, on the physically relevant energy scale of
the host-crystal band gap ( Eg =2.35 eV), the many-
electron corrections are seen to constitute a significant
portion of the ionization energies, and consequently could
not be ignored. The qualitative trends observed parallel
the Lewis generalized acid-base formulation of acceptors
and donors, e.g., Mn has a large MC for its first-
acceptor transition and Cr has a large MC for its double-
acceptor transition, since both systems attempt to com-
plete their d"(e t ) configuration to the stabler, half-filled
configuration d (e t ), etc. This is, in part, the reason
why in the series of first-acceptor energies there is a max-
imum at Fe(d ~d ) and minimum at Mn(d ~d ),
whereas in the series of double acceptors we predict a
minimum at Cr(d ~d ) and a maximum at Mn(d —+d )

(however, these double-acceptor energies are predicted to
reside just above the CBM). Second, note that the MC
can be either negative (e.g., single acceptors in GaP:Cr
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FIG. 7. Deconvolution of the experimental transition ener-
gies for (a) single acceptors, (b) double acceptors, and (c) intra-
center d ~d excitation energies for TA impurities in GaP into
a mean-field contribution (shaded area) and many-electron mul-
tiplet corrections (clear area). The solid circles denote their sum
(i.e., the experimentally observed energies).

and GaP:Mn, double acceptor in GaP:Cr), or positive
(e.g., single and double acceptors in GaP:Fe and GaP:Ni).
When the transition involves an increase in spin (e.g. , the
TI ~ T2 first acceptor in GaP:Cr), ihe MC is negative,

whereas when the transition involves a reduction in spin
(e.g., the A I~ E first acceptor in Gap:Mn), the MC is
positive. This mimics the expectations from spin-
polarization effects. However, even spin-conserving tran-
sitions (for which there are no contributions from spin po-
larization in free ions) are seen to have either small posi-
tive (the T2~ E intracenter excitation in GaP:Cr), or
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small negative (e.g., the E~ T2 intracenter excitation in
GaP:Fe), multiplet corrections. Third, note that the MF
portion of the transition energy is positive, with only one
exception (the first acceptor in GaP:Co). Finally, note
that by Eqs. (17) and (18), and (12), the results of Fig. 7
imply also that the apparent Mott-Hubbard Coulomb en-
ergies and the crystal-field energies have both a mean-
field component and a multiplet correction component.
Taking the corresponding differences between Figs. 7(b)
and 7(a), for example, we find that for GaP:Cr, GaP:Fe,
and GaP:Ni the mean-field contributions UMF(A ) [Eq.
(18)] are 1.04, 1.60, and 1.29 eV, respectively, whereas the
multiplet correction parts b, U(A ) [Eq. (18)] are —0.31,—0.21, and —0.25 eV, respectively. Multi~let effects are
seen here to reduce U' ' relative to UMF'. One can
hence imagine a situation where lattice-relaxation effects
alone cannot produce a negative value for U, but, when
combined with multiplet effects, one can have U~O, i.e.,
a donor level above the acceptor level.

Considering the multiplet corrections to the ground
state of A and A, we find them to be less than 1 eV at
both the Cr and the Ni ends of the 3d series, but larger
(1.5—3 eV) at the center of the 3d series. Since these
corrections are proportional to spin-polarization ener-
gies, and since Jahn-Teller distortions and spin polariza-
tion are competing effects, this suggests that Cr and Ni
are more likely to undergo a JT distortion than other im-
purities with degenerate ground states but larger correla-
tion energies. Indeed, so far only Cr and Ni were ob-
served to undergo substantial distortions (Appendix). In
more ionic host crystals (e.g., ZnS; cf. Ref. 52), the
ground-state multiplet stabilization energies are larger
( & 4 eV) than in GaP.

The orbital deformation parameters A,, and A, , (given in
the Appendix) are reduced in the covalent solid to
0.7—0.8, compared with their values in oxides (-0.9)
and free ions (1.0). We see, however, that, whereas this
reduction is sufficient to attenuate significantly the mag-
nitude of ionization and excitation energies relative to the
free ions, " it still leaves a significant proportion of
many-electron multiplet corrections in the transition ener-
gies. The existence of such a substantial proportion of
many-electron contributions (even larger for ZnS:TA
and ZnSe:TA) suggests to us that, whereas electronic
structure models with a number of ad hoc parameters' '

or with numerous adjustable parameters ' ' may simulate
experiments, a first-principles mean-field calculation
could not legitimately come close to experiment. Indeed,
only large-scale, multiconfiguration self-consistent-field
(MCSCF) models, or self-interaction-corrected, spin-
polarized calculations ' could hope to achieve this goal.
Instead, we propose to use a first-principles mean-field
theory and compare the results with the mean-field part
of the experimental data (shaded areas in Fig. 7). A sim-
ple scheme that facilitates such a comparison is described
in the next subsection.

D. Energy-level diagrams for the mean-field transitions

The transition energies HM&( —/0), EMF (0/ + ),
EMF( —/2 —), and b,rr, and the Coulomb energy UMF,

I

correspond to a total-energy difference, and hence they
could not be readily displayed in terms of one-electron-
like energy-level diagrams. A practical disadvantage of
expressing transition energies as differences in total ener-
gies lies in the fact that each total energy in Eqs.
(13)—(16) contains a large, common term (the ground-
state energy of the host crystal), but only a rather small
difference (change in Er MF upon changing the occupation
numbers of two levels) is of interest. However, having
identified the particular configuration changes
e t"—+e e" attendant upon the relevant transitions
[Figs. 1(a)—5(a)], one could construct approximate mean-
field energy-level diagrams (as opposed to the quasiparti-
cle diagrams of Sec. VIC) using Slater's transition-state
concept. Correct to second order, the difference in total
energies attendant upon a configuration change
V?t ~V~t is given by the difference in the corre-
sponding self-consistent density-functional orbital ener-
gies, computed at the intermediate occupation numbers
(Q+Q')/2 and (m +m')/2:

ET[V r ] ET[V r ]= [~v &t ]v(Q+{?')/2((m+m')/2

This transition-state approach has been applied extensive-
ly to transition atoms reproducing the difference in total
energies for 3d excitations to within &0.1 eV. Some of
the properties of this approximation are (i) the right-hand
side of Eq. (19) is meaningful only for a given geometry of
the impurity system, (ii) it includes approximately the ef-
fect of electronic relaxation, (iii) it incorporates not only
the direct contributions of the levels V and t but also the
indirect (screening) effects of all other levels included in
the self-consistent calculation (e.g., valence-band reso-
nances), and (iv) it incorporates the lowest-order effects of
the self-interaction correction. Because of (i) above, our
strategy will be as follows. We will calculate hEMF by
performing separate self-consistent QBCF calculations for
each transition-state configuration pertinent to the various
donor and acceptor transitions. %'e will assume
throughout the calculation the unrelaxed geometry of the
ideal crystal. We will then compare our results for AEMF
with the experimentally deduced mean-field energies
bE —b.EMc. The discrepancies with experiments, where
they exist, will reflect a combination of the amount by
which the transition-state local-density model fails to be a
perfect MF theory, and the change in lattice distortions
attendant upon the particular transition, which has been
left out. (In a single instance, i.e., the e level of GaP:Co,
cf. Fig. 8, we find a partially occupied level inside the
valence band. The discrete representation used in the
QBCF method allows us, nevertheless, to identify unam-
biguously this highly localized state and define its occu-
pancy throughout the self-consistency iterations. )

The mean-field excitation and ionization energies de-
duced from experiment are depicted in Fig. 1(b)—5(b), to-
gether with the corresponding transition-state occupation
numbers. For example, the total-energy difference atten-
dant upon the first-acceptor transition in Ga:Cr [(—/0) in
Fig. 1(a)], i.e.,

[A, Cr +, T (e t')]~[A, Cr +, T2(e t )]
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FIG. 8. Calculated near-gap impurity-induced energy levels

(open circles), compared with the mean-field values for first ac-
ceptors deduced from experiment (solid circles). Arrows con-
nect the corresponding levels, to guide the eye. Numbers in

parentheses indicate the (transition-state) occupation numbers
pertinent to a first-acceptor transitions. The result for GaP:Cu
is an interpolation.

hence not discussed here.
Notice that inherent limitations in the restricted

local-density version of the general density-functional
formalism prevent the theory from predicting, in gen-
eral, the correct many-electron ground-state configura-
tion. Recognizing these limitations, we do not attempt to
predict in this work the one-electron configurations that
correspond to the transitions in Figs. 1—5, but instead we
have deduced these configurations from our analysis of
the experimental data. (Recent spin-unrestricted calcula-
tions for interstitial Si:Fe indicate that, when self-
interaction corrections are incorporated, the correct con-
figurations are predicted. ) Notice further that our
analysis of the experimental data shows that mean-field
calculations could legitimately show a partially empty lev-
el in resonance with the valence band [e.g., the e level of
the first acceptor of GaP:Co in Fig. 4(b)], a seemingly
"unphysical" situation that is nevertheless entirely con-
sistent with the data once many-electron corrections are
acknowledged. This simply means that, whereas a fully
correlated ("exact") calculation will predict in a single
step the correct many-electron ground state, and will
presumably not show partially filled levels in resonance
with the continum, if one chooses to proceed instead by
adding correlation corrections to a manifestly imperfect
correlationless (MF) calculation, it is entirely legitimate to
expect different configurations, including partially filled
resonances.

We next proceed to describe the method used for the
self-consistent mean-field calculation (Sec. V) and com-
pare the results with the mean-field energies deduced
from experiment (Sec. VI).

is represented within the mean-field transition-state ap-
proximation [(—/0) MF in Fig. 1(b)] as the energy
separation between the t level and the top of the valence
band, using the intermediate (VB) e t ' configuration
for the self-consistent calculation [Fig. 1(b)]. The first-
donor transition,

[A, Cr +, T~(e t')]—+[A+, Cr"+, A2(e t )]

[Fig. 1(a)], likewise has a MF contribution represented by
the energy separation between the conduction-band
minimum and the t level, using the intermediate
(CB) ' e t configuration. The Mott-Hubbard Coulomb
energy UMF(A ) for the A center is then given by the
separation of the two t-level energies in the acceptor and
donor calculations [Fig. 1(b)]. The intracenter excitation
of the A center,

[A, Cr +, Tp(e t )]~[(A )', Cr +, E(e't )]

[Fig. 1(a)], is represented by the difference in t and e-
orbital energies, using the intermediate configuration
e' t [Fig. 1(b)]. Figures 1(b)—5(b) display the relevant
transition-state configurations for all transitions in Cr,
Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni in GaP, and give the mean-field
values for the transition energies, as obtained from the
analysis of the experimental data. Qwing to its ultrafast
diffusivity, Cu tends to form complexes which obscure
the data for the isolated substitutional impurity. It is

V. METHOD OF CALCULATION

We have used the self-consistent quasiband crystal-field
Green's-function method ' ' within the local-density for-
malism to calculate the electronic structure of CiaP:TA
for TA=Zn, Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, and Cr. A limited number
of calculations, pertaining to the neutral center, were also
carried out for GaP:Cu, as well as for the limit GaP:Ga
[Ref. 59(d) and below]. The same method had been previ-
ously used to study substitutional and interstitial 3d
impurities in Si, the unrelaxed silicon vacancy, substitu-
tional and interstitial Cu, Ag, and Au impurities in Si
[Ref. 59(e)] chalcogen (0, S, Se) impurities in silicon, '
and core excitons in GaP. ' ' The method and its conver-
gence properties were discussed previously in detail.
Here we will merely indicate the input parameters. In
representing the electronic structure of GaP, we wanted to
achieve physically correct (i) band structure, (ii) charge
density, and (iii) equilibrium lattice constant. We have
obtained the band structure-of the GaP host crystal using
a self-consistent plane-wave local-pseudopotential calcula-
tion. For the Ga and P pseudopotentials we have taken
the nonlocal-density-functional potentials of Zunger and
Cohen, obtained a local approximation to them by
averaging the s and p pseudopotentials, and smoothed
them analytically near the origin to obtain a potential that
converges rapidly in momentum space. Using this poten-
tial in a self-consistent calculation with an exchange coef-
ficient a = 1 and a basis consisting of 89 plane waves at I",
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TABLE II. Comparison of the present local-pseudopotential band structure of GaP with the fitted
results of the empirical pseudopotential method (EPM) of Chelikowsky and Cohen (Ref. 84), the recent
nonempirical local-density calculation of Wood and Zunger (Ref. 88), and experiment (Refs. 85—87).
All calculations pertain to the experimental zero-pressure lattice constant of 5.45 A.

State

I i„
15ur„

I 15'

XI„
Xg„
X5„
Xi,

Li„
L2,
Lg„
Li,
Xg-XI,

'Reference 87.
~Reference 85.
'Reference 86.

Present
calculation

—12.61
0.0
2.93
4.42

—10.01
—6.48
—2.50

2.27
2.21

—10.76
—6.32
—1.02

2.81
0.42

EPM

—12.99
0.0
2.88
5.24

—9.46
—7.07
—2.73

2.16

—10.60
—6.84
—1.10

2.79
0.55

Expt.

—13.2'
0.0

2.89
5. 19, 4.87

—9.6, ' —9.7'
—6.9'
—2.7'

2.35'
—10.6'
—6.9'

—1.2, ' —0.8'

0.355

"Best" local density

—12.30
0.0
1.89
3.94

—9.50
—6.66
—2.58

1.56
1.50

—10.38
—6.54
—1.06

1.68
0.21

we find the band energies given in Table II, where we
compare them to the best fit of the observed data within
an empirical nonlocal model potential, experiment,
and the recent local-density calculation of Wood and
Zunger. (The latter calculation approaches closely the
best that can be done within the present-day local-density
formalism: it uses first-principles nonlocal pseudopoten-
tials, the Ceperly correlation as obtained by Perdew and
Zugner and a large plane-wave basis set consisting of
459 basis functions, and the corresponding 3527 momen-
tum components of the screening potential. ) It is clear
from Table II that the "best" local-density-functional cal-
culation produces a band structure that deviates consider-
ably from experiment, whereas the empirically adjusted
(involving as the only disposable parameters the choice
a= 1) calculation used here is in good agreement with ex-
periment. The calculated equilibrium lattice constant of
GaP, obtained with the pseudopotential used here (yield-
ing the band energies given in the second column of Table
II) was 5.36 A, compared with the experimental value of
5.45 A, and the recent pseudopotential calculation of
Froyen and Cohen ' ' yielding 5.34 A. In constructing
the host-crystal potential we have also been careful to ob-
tain a physically correct ground-state charge density. The
maxirnurn in the valence-electron density and the position
of the maximum from the phosphorous site, measured in
units of the Ga-P distance d, are 31 e/cell and 0.32d,
respectively, compared with the experimental results of
(35+3) e/cell and 0.31d, respectively (the empirical re-
sults of Chelikowsky and Cohen yield a less peaked and
more ionically polarized density, i.e., 26 e/cell and 0.36d,
respectively). In the Green's-function calculation we use
30 host-crystal bands for each k point, plus five quasi-
bands ' per k point, calculated for the orbitals of the ap-
propriate impurity. The impurity-centered basis set con-

sists of a combination of analytical quantum-defect orbi-
tals ' ' (i.e., solutions to the central potential of the form
b/r a/r, w—here a and b are optimized to a=12.5
a.u. ' and b=1.0 a.u. ) and numerical orbitals of the
TA impurity obtained by an integration of the atomic
local-density Schrodinger equation. We use 12s, 11p,
1 1 d, 10f, and 10g radial analytic orbitals, and a single nu-
merical 3d orbital; counting both radial and angular parts,
we have 12s, 33p, 60d, 70f, and 90g orbitals, or a total of
260 orbitals per atom. The impurity is characterized by a
nonlocal I-dependent density-functional pseudopotential.
An exchange parameter of a= 1 is used throughout the
calculations. The potential and density perturbations were
expanded in a Kubic harmonic series up to 1=8; self-
consistency in the potential is obtained to within a max-
imum error of 20 mRy in coordinate space, and an aver-
age error not exceeding 5 mRy. The only adjustment
done in our calculation is, hence, the use of an exchange
parameter a = l. A further approximation is the use of an
average (s+p) local, "rather than a nonlocal, pseudo-
potential for Ga and P. All reported calculations are per-
formed at the observed lattice parameter of 5.45 A.
Numerous convergence tests (e.g., such as those published
in Refs. 58 and 81) indicate that a conservative estimate
of the internal precision of the calculation (i.e., for the as-
sumed impurity and host pseudopotentials and the local-
density form of screening) is better than +0.15 eV for the
orbital energies, and, more characteristically, +0.10 eV.
Since the accuracy of the calculation (e.g., comparing
theory and experiment for the acceptor energies) turned
out to be of the order of 0.4 eV or better (cf. Table III
below), the numerical precision is sufficient for analyzing
the discrepancies with experiment, when they exist, in
terms of physical factors left out of the theory rather than
numerical uncertainties.
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VI. RESULTS

A. Near-band-gap levels

1. Donors, acceptors, and Coulomb energies

Figure 8 depicts the self-consistently calculated
impurity-induced e and t2 energy levels in the vicinity of
the fundamental band gap, using the occupation number
pertinent to the transition-state H( —l0) first acceptors
[Figs. 1(b)—S(b)j. Along with the calculated levels (open
circles), we give the mean-field energies deduced from ex-
periment (solid circles) and indicate the correspondence
between experiment and theory by arrows to guide the
eye. Similar to our study of 3d impurities in Si, we find
two types of impurity-induced levels in the gap: the
upper t2 dangling-bond hybrid (DBH) and a lower-energy
crystal-field resonance (CFR) of type e. Whereas the
tz level is confined to the band-gap region, starting in
GaP:Zn as a shallow acceptor at E„+0.02 eV and ending
up in GaP:Cr as a deep acceptor at E, + 2.02 eV, the
e " level exists as a valence-band resonance for
TA=Ga, Zn, Cu, Ni, and Co, and emerges first into the
band gap for GaP:Fe. Our analysis of the data shows that
the first-acceptor transitions for the impurities Zn, Cu,
Ni, Mn, and Cr involve the ionization of the t2 elec-
tron, whereas the acceptor states of Co and Fe involve
ionization of the ec" electron [Figs. 1(b)—5(b)j. This
switch between Ni and Co, or Fe and Mn, cannot be de-
duced without acknowledging many-electron effects.
Comparing the calculated values and the experimentally
deduced values (given here in parentheses) for the first-
acceptor levels associated with the t2, we find, for
GaP:Zn, GaP:Ni, GaP:Mn, and GaP:Cr, the values 0.02
(0.07), 0.26 (0.14 to —0.24), 1.74 (1.59), and 2.02 (1.65)
eV, respectively. Notice that for the d system GaP:Zn
the multiplet correction for the first-acceptor state van-
ishes and hence the mean-field prediction should be
directly comparable with experiment (after the small
effective-mass binding energy -0.05 eV (Ref. 8) is added
to our central cell term of 0.02 eV, to correct in a rough
way for electrostatic effects). For the acceptor levels asso-
ciated with our analysis of the experimental data with the
e " level, we find the values —0.20 ( —0.08) eV for

GaP:Co and 0.13 (0.10) eV for GaP:Fe. The agreement
with experiment is seen to be good (Table III), except for
GaP:Cr and possibly GaP:Ni (depending on the correct-
ness of the two different experimental assignments dis-
cussed in the Appendix, subsection 5), for which the cal-
culated positions of the t2 levels are about 0.4 eV too high.
Interestingly, the two impurities for which our (lattice un-
relaxed) calculation shows the large discrepancy with ex-
periment are also known to involve lattice relaxation.
GaP:Cr is known to be distorted both in its 3 and 3
states, and GaP:Ni is known to be distorted at least in its

state (see the Appendix). It is therefore tempting to
associate at least part of the discrepancy between theory
and experiment for these two impurities to lattice relaxa-
tions. Such relaxations are indeed expected to lower the
position of the (antibonding) t2 levels; the magnitude
of (0.4 eV energy lowering of such levels is consistent
(e.g., for sp-electron impurities in silicon "with a mod-
est relaxation of a few percent. ' ')

It is obvious from Fig. 7(a) that the experimentally ob-
served single-acceptor levels (solid circles) show a non-
monotonic trend with the impurity s atomic number (e.g. ,
Mn has a shallower acceptor level than Fe). At the same
time, it is clear from Fig. 8 that the mean-field tz and
e " levels have a purely monotonic trend with the
impurity's atomic number. The two observations are con-
sistent because of the following two reasons. First, the
observed acceptor energies of Cr and Mn are associated
with ionization of the t2 level, whereas the acceptor
level of Fe is associated with the ionization of the e "
level (Fig. 8). This is a solid-state effect, absent from the
free-ion ionization energies. Second, the many-electron
multiplet correction [Fig. 7(a)j for GaP:Mn is negative
(making the acceptor energy smaller than the MF value),
whereas the multiplet correction for GaP:Fe is positive
(making the acceptor energy larger than the MF value).
This effect exists also in the corresponding free ions, al-
though its magnitude is attenuated in the solid 5 times.

Turning next to double-acceptor states, the calculated
positions of the corresponding tz levels compared with
the experimentally deduced values (given here in
parentheses) are 1.26 (1.06 to 1.37) eV for GaP:Ni and
2.58 (2.69) eV for GaP:Cr, whereas the value for GaP:Fe,
pertinent to an ionization of the e " level, is 1.53 (1.70)

TABLE III. Calculated (calc) and experimentally deduced mean-field (MF) results [Figs. 1(a)—5(a) and the Appendix] first accep-
tor HMF( —/0), second acceptor HMF( -/2 —), and Coulomb repulsion energies UMF(A ), given in eV. For GaP:Ni we give two sets
of MF results, deduced from the two inconsistent sets of experimental results (see Appendix).

Impurities
Ionized

level
First acceptor

HMF( —/0) H„),( —/0)
Second acceptor

HMF ( —/2 —} H„i,( —/2 —)

Coulomb repulsion
UMF(~ -) U„„(~-)

Cr
Mn
Fe
Co

Ni

t2

t2

t2

t2

t2

E, + 1.65
E, + 1.59
E, + 0.10
E, —0.08

t E„+0.14

E, —0.24

E„+0.07

E„+2.02
E„+1.74
E„+0.13
E„—0.20

E, + 0.26

E, + 0.10
E„+0.02

E, +2.69

E„+1.70

,

'E„+ 1.37

. E„+1.06

E„+2.58

E„+1.53

E, + 1.26

1.04

1.60

1.23

. 1.29

0.56

1.4
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eV. The Coulomb repulsion energies UMF(A ) are hence
1.26 —0.26=1 eV for GaP:Ni (experimentally deduced
value is 1.23—1.29 eV) 2.58—2.02=0.56 eV for GaP:Cr
(experimentally deduced value is 1.04 eV), and the
UM'F'(A ) for GaP:Fe is 1.53 —0.13=1A eV (exp™n-
tally deduced value is 1.6 eV). Our calculated second-
acceptor energies are hence within 0.2 eV from experi-
ment and the ca1culated Coulomb repulsion energies are
within 0.2—0.5 eV from experiment, being always too
small. This suggests that the A state(e. g., Cr +) is sta-
bilized by lattice distortion more than the A state is
(e.g., Cr'+). The largest discrepancy occurs for GaP:Cr
(0.48 eV). Indeed, its A state is known to be distorted,
whereas the 2 state is a symmetric Ai state [Fig. 1(a)]
and hence not subject to JT distortion. In general, one ex-
pects indeed that polarization and electrostatic ion-ion in-
teractions would lead to a larger induced energy lowering
for the higher oxidation state (i.e., Cr + versus Cr'+).

A few observations can be made. First, the calculated
Coulomb repulsion energies in GaP:TA are about 2—4
times larger than those calcu1ated * for substitutional
Si:TA, consistent with the lesser covalency of GaP.
Second, the Coulomb energies for the e " orbitals (1.4
eV in GaP:Fe) are larger than those for the t2 orbitals
(1.0 and 0.85 eV for Ni and Cr, respectively), consistent
with the higher localization of the former. Third, we find
that the energy of the t2 orbital is linear, to within a
good approximation (&0.1 eV), with its occupation num-
ber, a result paralleled approximately by the experimental-
ly deduced Coulomb energies for GaP:Cr [Fig. 1(a)]. Fi-
nally, we notice that the Coulomb energies calculated here
for GaP:TA are about 20 times smaller than those calcu-
lated for the free TA ions (Ref. 52, Fig. 17, and Fig. 6
here}. At first, this appears to be surprising since the cor-
responding impurity orbitals are rather 1ocalized, and
hence "covalency" (i.e., delocalization and hybridization)
effect alone could not explain such a large reduction in U
(similarly, small U values are observed for sp-electron im-
purities; ' however, this is understandable on the basis of
their rather extended orbitals). This reduction in U for 3d
impurities was founds "to be a result of a self-regulating
response of the valence-band resonances to changes in the
occupation number (hence charge state) in the "outer" gap
levels. It is this reduction in interelectronic repulsions of
the impurity ions that enables a few different charge
states to coexist in a relatively narrow energy range (the
band gap}. Since the reduction factor for Si:TA()& 100, cf.
Ref. 59) is even larger than that in GaP:TA, it is tempting
to speculate that the reduction factor for the Fe "impuri-
ty" in the highly covalent Berne-like biological systems
(hemoglobin, Cytochrome-C) would equal or even exceed
that of the Si:TA system, explaining the ease of the Fe+
and/or Fe+ oxidation and/or reduction cycles in
electron-transporting biological systems.

Using the Coulomb repulsion energies of Table III, the
multiplet corrections for the acceptor states of Fig. 7, and
the transition-state energies of Fig. 8, one can further
predict the approximate position of the hitherto unob-
served second-acceptor states of GaP:Mn and GaP:Co.
We find for GaP:Mn and CiaP:Cr the second acceptor to
be about 0.3 eV and 0.02 eV, respectively, above the

conduction-band minimum (CBM), and for GaP:Co we
predict it to be at E„+2.4 eV (i.e., just above the CBM).
The double acceptor for Cr (and perhaps for Co too) may
be forced into the gap by pressure. Regarding donor
states, except for GaP:Cr, the only one that comes close to
the band gap is GaP:Co, which we predict to occur just
below the valence-band maximum (VBM).

2. Effective crystal field-splittings
and intraeenter exeitations

We have not conducted a systematic set of calculations
for the configurations appropriate for the calculation of

ff of all impurities in GaP [these configurations differ
from those needed in the calculation of the acceptor ener-
gies, cf. Figs. 1(b)—5(b)]. For GaP:Fe we have calculated
the t2 e" s-eparation for the A center [using the
e2 tconfi'guration, cf. Fig. 3(b)] and find b,,tt=0.87
eV, significantly larger than the MF value of (0.45+0.03)
eV deduced from experiment. Indeed, crystal-field ener-
gies are notoriously difficult to calculate from first princi-
ples."

Recently, Hemstreet calculated for InP:Fe the
crystal-field splitting for the e t state (Fe+) and the
e t, state (Fe+) using the muffin-tin multiple-scattering
Xa (MSXa) cluster method with a central Fe impurity, a
shell of four phosphorus atoms, and 12 hydrogen "t™
nators. " He found values of 0.71 and 0.64 eV, respective-
ly. In our own QBCF calculation for this system we use
the configuration e ' t ' appropriate for determining b,,tt,
and find b,cff—0.92 eV. Hence, our calculation yields a
larger A,ff value than that obtained by Hemstreet and,
consequently, exhibits a larger discrepancy relative to ex-
periment. We wondered how this difference can be
traced to the different computational models (a five-atom
cluster with 12 hydrogen terminators and overlapping
muffin-tin spheres versus an extended host crystal with
nonspherical potentials). Attempting to mimic the spheri-
ca1 approximation attendant upon the MSXo. cluster cal-
culation, we have repeated a QBCF calculation for
InP:Fe, this time setting to zero the nonspherical potential
terms inside a sphere of radius d/2 around Fe (d is the
host bond length). Further, to mimic the finite-cluster ef-
fect (only the four phosphorus nearest neighbors of Fe
were used in the MSXa cluster model), we have set the to-
tal potential past the distance 1.75d to a constant. %'e
find in such a truncated QBCF calculation that the e "
level moves up in energy, reducing the t~-e splitting (for
e t ) from 1.32 to 0.72 eV, close to Hemstreet's value.
Having reduced the full QBCF calculation to the
truncated-QBCF model in steps, we can analyze the origin
of the reduction in b.,tt in the MSXa calculation (or,
equivalently, in the truncated-QBCF calculation). We
find that the neglect of the nonspherical corrections inside
the impurity sphere is responsible for a -20% reduction
in b.,tt. Next, the removal of the second shell of neighbors
deprives the e " level (which has no cr bonds, except
with the next-nearest neighbors) from much of its 'stabili-

ty, pushing it up in energy toward the tz level and
reducing, thereby, 6,ff This effect is responsible for
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about 80% of the discrepancy. We conclude that al-
though the A,ff obtained in cluster calculations with
spherical potentials and hydrogen terminators can be
close to the experimentally deduced mean-field values, the

ff obtained in more general MF calculations are larger
than the experimental values.

Our results for the diagonal (U' ') and off-diagonal
( U' ~') Coulomb energies make it possible to assess the
effect of the charge state on the effective crystal-field
splitting A,ff. Suppose that the A+ center has a configu-
ration e t" ', the 2 center has a configuration e t",
and the 2 center has the configuration e t"+'. If the
crystal-field splitting for A is denoted A=6, (e t"), then
the splitting for A is approximately b, + —,

' (U'"' —U'"')
and that for A+ is =b, ——,

' (U'"' —U'"'). The reason for
this is that as the occupation of the t orbital increases by
unity, its energy goes up by = —,U'"' due to t-t Coulomb
repulsion, whereas the e level goes up by ——,

' U'"' (even
though its occupation is fixed) due to extra screening of e
electrons by t electrons. Finding that usually U'"' & U "'
(since the e orbital is more localized than the t orbital), we
predict b,«t(A ) ~b,«t(A ) &6«t(A+), and that the slope
of the line is nearly constant, at about 0.1—0.2 eV per
charge state. We are unaware of experimental data to
check this prediction.

The orbital localization parameters A,, and A, , could be
calculated if one knew the (3d-projected) impurity Wan-
nier orbitals. For impurity states that have both gap lev-
els and valence-band resonances of the same type (e.g., the
t2 and t2" levels of GaP:Ni), this is a difficult task.
However, if for a given representation the impurity in-
duces only localized gap levels and no valence-band reso-
nances of the same symmetry (e.g., the e " level of
GaP:Mn and GaP:Cr, cf. Fig. 8), one could directly use
these wave functions as obtained in our calculation as
reasonable approximation to the Wannier orbitals.
O' Neill and Allen (private communication) have used our
QBCF wave functions for GaP:Mn and calculated, by nu-
merical integration, X, =0.86+0.01, in excellent agree-
ment with the experimentally deduced value (Ref. 52 and
our Appendix) of 0.86+0.08. (Unfortunately, such a com-
parison is not possible for A,, since both the t2 and the
Wannier-transformed t2" orbitals of GaP:Mn are need-
ed. From the t2 wave function alone, O' Neill and Al-
len calculate 0.66+0.01, suggesting that the t2 gap lev-
el is responsible for about 80% of t[,„the remaining con-
tributions coming from resonances. ) This single compar-
ison available to date between the calculated impurity
wave functions and experiment appears very encouraging.

B. Overall trends in impurity-induced energy levels

Having established the relation between the calculated
near-gap energy levels and the observed electronic transi-
tions, we next turn to the structure of the calculated
impurity-induced resonances, for which no experimental
observations exist. Figure 9 shows those levels for
TA=Ga through Cr. For the broad e and t2 valence-
band resonances, we display graphically only their centers
of gravity. Energy levels that belong to the same type of
impurity level are connected by a line, to guide the eye.
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FIG. 9. Calculated impurity-induced energy levels in
GaP:TA, using transition-state occupation numbers pertinent to
first-acceptor states.

Except for GaP:Ga, the occupation numbers used pertain
to the single acceptors and are hence identical to those
used in Fig. 8.

l. e and t2 crystal-field resonances

There is a striking resemblance between the levels of
GaP:TA and those of substitutional TA impurities in sil-
icon [Fig. 9 in Ref. 59(a)]. To understand the atomic ori-
gin of the impurity-induced levels, we place at the origin
of Fig. 9 the trivial case of GaP:Ga, and continue to
lighter impurities along the abscissa, hence going back-
ward in the 3d series. The "impurity-induced" d levels of
GaP:Ga are essentially the well-known Ga 3d bands in
the pure GaP crystal. Clearly, because of the periodicity
of the lattice, these "impurity-induced" states are
broadened into bands. Nevertheless, the compactness (on
the scale of the lattice constant) of the 3d' orbitals of Ga
makes this band extremely narrow. '"' These states can
be represented either as the center of gravity of this nar-
row Ga 3d band, as obtained in band-structure
calculations, ' ' or, in complete analogy with our calcu-
lations for the other impurities, by replacing a single Ga
host atom (described by a local pseudopotential, hence
having no d bands) by a Ga atom described, like other TA
impurities, by a nonlocal pseudopotential (hence, sustain-
ing Ga 3d states). Using the latter procedure, we find
(Fig 9) the pos. ition of the Ga 3d levels in GaP in the ab-
sence of Ga 3d —Ga 3d resonance interactions. (Since
these are small, one obtains virtually the same result using
either procedure. ) As can be seen in Fig. 9, the Ga 3d or-
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bitals in GaP appear as sharp states below the valence-
band minimum. Since this "impurity" has a large (50
at. %) stoichiometric concentration, its ionization energy
can be determined experimentally by x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). The relation between this energy
[E„—18.5 eV (Ref. 87)] and the position (E„—13.1 eV) of
the one-electron 3d' level given in Fig. 9 (involving a
-5-eV relaxation energy) was discussed elsewhere. ' '

The purpose of choosing GaP:Ga as the impurity at the
origin of Fig. 9 and then proceeding to lighter impurities,
going backwards in the Periodic Table, is to emphasize
that the levels of GaP:TA for TA&Ga evolve naturally
from the trivial case of GaP:Ga. For GaP:Ga we have the

deep t2 (or I 2~ in band-theory language) and e (or I iq)

spin-unpolarized bands, fully occupied by six and four
electrons, respectively, with a vanishingly small (crystal-
field) splitting between them. As we replace the Ga im-

purity by Zn, with its weaker atomic Coulomb potential,
the e " and t2" levels have smaller binding energies,
moving up to E,—6.4 eV (Fig. 9). As we proceed to Cu,
Ni, etc., the 3d orbitals become even less bound (cf. the
atomic case in Fig. 6) and their orbitals become more ex-
panded, sampling better the potential field exerted by the
ligands and acquiring, therefore, a larger (crystal-field)
splitting between e and t2 . Because of their generic
evolution from the impurity atomic d orbitals, perturbed
by the crystal field, we refer to these levels as "crystal-
field resonances" (CFR). We see that much like the situa-
tion in free ions (Fig. 6), the binding energies of these 3d-
related orbitals decrease as the atomic number decreases,
reflecting primarily the weakening of the Z Ir Coulomb—
attraction. However, whereas the slope of this decrease in
free ions is large (1—3 eV per atomic number, cf. Fig. 6),
the slope is considerably reduced for these species as im-
purities (e.g., -0.5 eV for impurities past Ni). This is a
clear manifestation of the formation of new chemical
bonds between the impurity and the host atoms that stabi-
lize the impurity binding energy relative to its free-ion
form. Initially, for Ga 3d, Zn 3d, and Cu 3d, these bonds
are weak due to the sizable mismatch between these
3d —orbital energies and the (phosphorous-derived)
valence-band energies. Hence, the e " and t2" appear
as narrow and deep resonances with little p-d hybridiza-
tion and a steep decrease in their binding energies with
atomic number. As we continue to go backward in the
Periodic Table, the lighter impurities have smaller binding
energies; the availability of host states of the same syrn-
metries and compatible energies leads then to the forma-
tion of broad and heavily (p-d) hybridized resonances
(i.e., TA 3d —host 3p bonding combinations), with a
slower rate of decrease in binding energy with Z (cf. Table
IV). As we approach the low-Z limit of the series, we see
that the energy of the t2" level becomes pinned inside
the valence band (at about E„—1 eV), whereas the e "
level emerges into the band-gap region, first for GaP:Fe
(the "e Threshold" in Fig. 9). It then gives rise to the ac-
ceptor states of GaP:Fe and GaP:Co. Hence, the Levels

that constitute the deep acceptor states of these impurities
are generically the same type of leueis that giue the XPS sig
nal of pure GaP at E„—18.5 eV It is hoped i.ndeed that
the concentration of TA impurities in such semiconduc-

TABLE IV. Calculated energy levels {using transition-state
acceptor occupation numbers) for the three main impurity-
induced defect levels in GaP. Values given in eV relative to the
valence-band maximum.

Impurity

Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga

DBH
2

2.02
1.74
1.2
0.66
0.26
0.10
0.02

e CFR

0.6
0.45
0.13

—0.20
—1.16
—3.25
—6.4

—13.1

t CFR

—1.2
—1.1
—1.2
—1.65
—2.6
—4.15
—6.4

—13.1

tors could be eventually raised (e.g., by implantation) to
thegoint where an XPS determination of the e " and
t2" levels for TA&Ga would become possible. [Note,
however, that large relaxation effects, e.g., —5 eV for
GaP:Ga, are expected to lower the energies (Fig. 9).
Furthermore, the attractive potential attendant upon for-
mation of a hole in these states is predicted ' ' to form
impurity-bound core excitons in the gap. ' ']

The reason for the pinning of the t2 level inside the
valence band has been discussed previously "for Si:TA.
The same mechanism, namely repulsion by conduction-
band states of t2 symmetry and attraction by the t2
valence-band states having a peak in their ( tz-projected,
substitutional) local density of states near E, —1 eV, is
operative here. Inspection of their wave functions indeed
suggests that, whereas at the high-Z limit the t2 states
are highly localized pure 3d orbitals, at the low-Z limit
they are dominated by these more extended, hostlike p or-
bitals. Since, however, there are fewer host states of sub-
stitutional e symmetry at this energy range, the nonbond-
ing e " level has a weaker interaction with the host
states and, hence, can penetrate the band gap, but remains
3d-like throughout the 3d series. Presumably it is pinned
at higher energies (where a large density of host e states is
available). This will occur for impurities lighter than Cr.
This pinning mechanism is different ' from the
vacancy-level pinning suggested by Hjalrnarson et al.

Figure 10 depicts the radial components of the ec"R
wave function for a few impurities. The 1=2 ("d-
orbital" ) part [Fig. 10(a)] is dominant, exhibiting an atom-
iclike behavior in the central cell, with a rapid attenuation
in amplitude as we move to lighter impurities. The next-
higher, symmetry-allowed angular momentum component
(l=4) is small in the central cell and delocalizes through
the crystal [Fig. 10(b)]. Population analysis (defined in
Ref. 58) shows that the localization of the ec" level
within the nearest-neighbor sphere ranges from 99% for
GaP:Zn to 75% for GaP:Cr. The tz" level shows a
similar localization at the high-Z limit (97% for GaP:Zn),
but a lower localization at the low-Z limit (45% for
GaP:Cr), due to massive hybridization with the t2-like
host states.
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FIG. 10. Radial components of the ecFR wave functions of
Mn, Fe, and Cr impurities in GaP. (a) l=2 (d-orbital) com-
ponents; (b) l=4 (g-orbital) components.

ing from Co to Ni. These trends match the experimental
observations [Figs. 1(a)—5(a)].

Figure 11 depicts the radial components of the t2
wave functions for a few impurities. Its l=2 ("d-orbital" )
component [Fig. 11(a)] resembles atomic 3d orbitals; how-
ever, being antibonding, these wave functions show ortho-
gonality nodes in the central cell [around r =2 a.u. in Fig.
11(a)]. The d component is strong for GaP:Fe, and de-
cays somewhat on both sides of Fe in the Periodic Table,
as the level acquires more p character. The p-orbital com-
ponents [Fig. 11(b)] have maxima that fall in the shaded
area of Fig. 11(b) for most impurities. As can be seen
from this figure, the p-orbital components are consider-
ably more delocalized than the d-orbital components,
peaking around the TA—P bond center. Population
analysis reveals strong (80%) p character at both the Zn
and Cr ends of the series, and substantial (50%) d charac-
ter at the center of the series (Fe). Notice, therefore, that
for impurities with substantial 3d character in their t2DBH

state we would predict the VBM~tz transition (an al-
lowed p~d excitation) to have substantially higher inten-
sity than the t2 —+CBM transition (a forbidden d~sDBH

excitation). This is the opposite of what has been pro-
posed by Vogl '"' from his tight-binding model.

2. The tq dangling-bond hybI'id
1.5—

(a)

The bonding orbital t has an antibonding counter-
part in the form of the t2 orbital. At the high-Z limit,
where the atomic 3d orbitals are far deeper than the
(anion-derived) host t2 orbitals, there is little interaction
between them; hence the p-like antibonding t2 orbital
is just above the VBM. It is bound by a small central-cell
potential (e.g., 0.02 eV in GaP:Zn) and by the effective-
mass-like screened Coulomb tail [-0.05 eV (Ref. 8)],
leading to a rather shallow single-acceptor level for
GaP:Zn. As we move to lighter impurities, the orbitals of
the impurity atom become closer to those of the host t2
states, leading to a stronger repulsion and to the appear-
ance of the t level in the center of the gap. At this
range the tz orbital contains larger proportions of d
character. Because of the larger band gap of GaP com-
pared with Si, the t2 state penetrates the conduction
band in Si:Fe, Si:Mn, and Si:Cr, whereas these states are
still in the gap of GaP. Since the tz state evolves
generically from the host dangling bonds around the im-

purity site, hybridized with the, impurity d states, we refer
to it as the "dangling-bond hybrid. " The t20 -e "R split-
ting has been referred to, following Ludwig and
Woodbury, "as the "crystal-field splitting. " Hence, this
conventional Ludwig-Woodbury crystal-field splitting
starts up for GaP:Ga at EvsM E&, i.e., equals about 13—

eV, and ends up being 1.42 eV for GaP:Cr (using
acceptor-state occupation numbers). We note, however,
that the true atomically derived levels split by the crystal-
line potential are, in fact, the e " -tz" pair.

The lowest d~d* excitation involves the e " -t2
pair (Figs. 1—5). Our results for this separation (Table
IV) hence predict an increase in the excitation energy in
going from Fe to Mn and Cr, as well as an increase in go-
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FIG. 11. Radial components of the t2 wave functions of

Fe, Ni, and Cr impurities in GaP. (a) l=2 (d-orbital) com-
ponents; (b) l=1 (p-orbital) components. The shading indicates
the area where the l= 1 component of all impurities falls.
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The localization of the tz in the nearest-neighbor
sphere ranges from 2% for GaP:Zn to 50% in GaP:Fe.
The remaining amplitude is delocalized through the crys-
tal. The overall shapes of the e and t2 impurity-induced
orbitals (Figs. 10 and 11) hence suggest atomiclike 3d
character at the cen, tval cell, but extended. tails throughout
the crystal. This dual behavior is central to the under-
standing of the apparent dichotomy between localized-like
and extended-like impurity characteristics. Being more
expanded and hybridized than the e " level, the U'"'
Coulomb repulsi. on energies are smaller than the U'"'
Coulomb repulsion energies (Table III). This is the reason
why GaP:Cr can sustain the largest number of different
charge states in the gap [A+, A, A, and A, cf. Fig.
1(a)] by altering the occupation numbers of its rather ex-
tended (singly occupied for A ) t2 orbital. Since the
optical d~d* excitations involve electron transfer be-
tween t2 and e " (Figs. 1—5), we see that such transi-
tions are not really "intra-d" excitations, as they are often
referred to, but actually they redistribute charge between
the impurity (e "

) and the ligands ( tq ).
Other than the main, impurity-induced t2", e ",and

tz levels, Fig. 9 shows few other resonances. These in-
clude the t2 resonance around the edge of the GaP hetero-
polar gap (-E„—9.8 eV) and two a

&
resonances, labeled

in accordance with the analogous states observed in Si:TA
[Refs. 59(a)—59(c)] as a&(1) and a&(3). The t2 resonances
are absent in the Si:TA system (having no heteropolar
gap). All of these resonances have nearly hostlike orbitals
and fade away as we proceed from Ni to the heavier im-
purities.

even for the heavier impurities, in contrast with the
present work, as well as with other cluster calculations re-
ported for similar systems ' (e.g., GaAs: TA). (iii)
Since no multiplet corrections are included, the compar-
ison of his calculated results with experiment differs from
ours (e.g. , in the absence of multiplet stabilization, he con-
cludes that the calculated t2 level for Ni'+ is much too
high relative to experiment).

No other calculations exist, to our knowledge, on
GaP:TA. MSXa cluster calculations on GaAs:TA (Ref.
100) exhibit levels analogous to our t2, e ",and tz"
and additional (unexplained) band-gap levels of a~ sym-
metry. For the heavy impurities, substantially different
results are obtained for the deep tq" and e levels, de-
pending on the choice of cluster boundary conditions
[E,—18 eV and E, —5 eV for GaAs:Cu in Refs. 100(a)
and 100(b), respectively].

In Sec. VI A 2 we discussed Hemstreet's cluster calcu-
lation of 3d impurities in InP and showed that the signifi-
cant differences with our QBCF results on the same sys-
tem are understandable in terms of the neglect of both
next-nearest-neighbor interactions (e.g., Fe-In, the only
strong interaction that e orbitals experience) and the non-
spherical potential terms. Recently, ' " Hemstreet ex-
tended the same calculation to InP:Mn, InP:Co, and
InP:Ni. He also finds, in addition to the strongly local-
ized e " level, a hostlike e level that occurs for InP:Co
inside the gap. He uses this level to ca1culate the acceptor
energy

[Co +, 3, E, e t ]~[Co +, A, Ap, e t ]

3. Comparison with other calculations

Recently, Gemma used a cluster modification of the
self-consistent numerical-basis-set, linear combination of
atomic orbitals method to study TA impurities of a 59-
atom cluster of ZnO, ZnS, and GaP. He used a minimal
(numerical) atomic basis set and sought a restricted type
of self-consistency (charge and configuration self-
consistency, as opposed to unrestricted self-
consistency ) by iterating over the Mulliken charges,
within a model of superposition of spherical, atomiclike
charge densities. For GaP:TA he finds an impurity-
induced t2 level above an e level, both residing in the fun-
damental band gap of GaP (3.05 eV, in his calculation).
As in the present calculation, these levels arise up in ener-

gy in going from GaP:Ni to GaP:Cr. The Coulomb ener-
gies (calculated for GaP:Ni) are UM'F ——0.8 eV and
UMF ——0.68 eV, similar to those obtained here for
GaP:TA (cf. Table III). Similarly, the tz-e crystal-field
splittings for the A center are comparable (0.7 eV for
Co +, compared with our transition-state value of 0.86
eV, cf. Table IV). The significant differences, however,
with the present calculation are as follows. (i) No
valence-band resonances of the e or t2 type are re-
ported by Gemma for any impurity (hence the band-gap
levels found by Gemma are, most likely, related to these
missing resonances). (ii) Gemma indicates that the t~ gap
levels do not have a dangling-bond character (i.e., t2 ),

(cf. Fig. 4), and reports excellent agreement with experi-
ment. We find (as well as others ' " ) no impurity-
induced hostlike e level at this energy range in any of our
calculations (cf. Fig. 9).

This level can be traced to a hostlike e level that exists
in Hemstreet's unperturbed cluster near the top of the
valence band, similar to that observed in other cluster
calculations. ' " No such level exists in our substitution-
ally projected host density of states. We hence suspect
that his impurity-induced e level is largely a consequence
of the misrepresentation of the correct energy distribution
of host states by his small-cluster model (TAP4H~2).
Indeed, by symmetry, e states in tetrahedral systems form
bonds only with the next-nearest neighbors, which are
represented in Hemstreet's calculation by hydrogen atoms.

In addition to the one-electron calculation, Hemstreet
also reports the inclusion of multiplet corrections using
the method of Fazzio, Caldas, and Zunger (different
from the pioneering method developed originally by Hem-
street and Dimmock, ' ' which was also reported "to
be the method used in the InP:Fe work "".In this appli-
cation he replaces our A,, and A, , by the fraction of d char-
acter enclosed in the impurity muffin-tin spheres in the e
and t2 gap orbitals, respectively. While the multiplet
corrections found in this way improve the agreement with
experiment, the magnitude of these corrections are about
half of what we find, and lead incorrectly to a low-spin
ground state' ' (i.e., instead of the observed high-spin E
state of Fe +).
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4. Transition-metal phosphides
as a bulk analog to GaP:TA

It is interesting to note the similarity between the
impurity-induced levels in GaP:TA and their "concentrat-
ed impurity limit, " i.e., bulk transition-metal phos-
phides, such as VP, CrP, and MnP. First, notice that all
transition-metal phosphides attain a coordination number
larger than 4 (akin to the unrelaxed GaP:TA impurity sys-
tem) by adopting either the hexagonal (8 8~) NiAs struc-
ture (e.g. , VP) or the orthorhombic (831) MnP structure
(all remaining phosphides). In this respect, the structure
of GaP:TA would appear to be unstable with respect to
increased metal concentration. Indeed, these systems
show a limited solubility, until one approaches near to the
50%—50% stoichiometry that permits periodic arrange-
ments with higher coordination. There is a striking analo-

gy, however, between the qualitative features of'the band
structure of bulk phosphides and their dilute-impurity
limit discussed here (Fig. 9). The band structure of
transition-metal phosphides' ' shows, at low energies,
a phosphorous 3s band (analogous to the lower valence
band between E„—9.8 eV and E, —12.4 eV in Fig. 9),
separated by a heteropolar gap from the upper valence
band above it. The upper valence band consists first of
the bonding combinations of P 3p and TA 3d orbitals
(i.e., a tz" -like band) and the antibonding P3p —TA 3d
bands (a tz like -band). A narrow M' '3d —like non-
bonding band (e " -like) is also identified. The different
properties of the TA phosphides are explained ' ' in
terms of the location of the Fermi energy EF relative to
these bands. For MnP, the Fermi energy EF for the
majority-spin states lie in the tz -like antibonding band,
whereas the EF for the minority-spin states lies in the nar-
row nonbonding e " -like band. The partial occupation
of the localized e " -like states gjves rise to a substantial
exchange splitting, sizable saturation moments [e.g.,
1.29pz in MnP (Ref. 105)], and a metallic behavior. In
lighter-transition-metal phosphides, such as ScP, ' ' the
Fermi energy lies below the narrow nonbonding e -like
band, but above the bonding band. Hence, despite notable
structural differences, the electronic bands of TA phos-
phides resemble generically the impurity-induced states in
GaP:TA.

C. Quasiparticle energy-level diagram

We have seen that the coupling of various one-electron
configurations through the (anisotropic) interelectronic in-
teractions invalidates the analogy between one-electron
energy-level diagrams and the multiplet-dominated excita-
tion and ionization energies. Nevertheless, such approxi-
mate diagrams ' " have been constructed in the past
and have been extremely useful in summarizing a large
amount of data. Having identified through our multiplet
theory the predominant one-electron configuration for
each rnultiplet in the various ionized and excited states,
and having calculated the chemical trends in the electron-
ic structure of these one-electron levels, we are in a posi-
tion to construct a schematic quasiparticle diagram for

GaP:TA (Fig. 12). The quasiparticle energies correspond,
in principle, to the sum of the bare orbital energies (cf.
Fig. 9) and the spin and space correlation self-energies
(whose differences are depicted in Fig. 7). All quasiparti-
cle levels in Fig. 12 are occupied in increasing order of en-

ergy, with no unoccupied states below an occupied state
(as opposed to the mean-field energy diagram in Fig. 9).
Hence, excitations and ionizations are given as transitions
from the highest occupied quasiparticle level to the lowest
unoccupied quasiparticle level. Figure 12 summarizes a
large number of results and observations on GaP:TA. It
shows the predominant configuration for the A,
and excited (2 )* centers, their spin (S), and many-
electron-term values. The optically and electrically active
electrons are depicted as circles: open circles for
centers, and circles enclosing a minus sign denoting the
occupation of an A center. Straight arrows connecting
quasiparticle energies and the VBM denote first-acceptor
FI( —/0) transitions, and wavy lines denote the first intra-
center d —+d transitions. We next show how such a dia-

gram can be used to interpret and systematize the ob-
served transitions in terms of up-spin (t+,e+ ) and down-

spin ( t, e ) quasiparticles states.
We start at the lower left-hand corner with GaP:Ga

with its deep t+" and e+" levels, having, at this limit, a
vanishingly small crystal-field sglittin~ and no exchange-
correlation (XC) splitting (t+ t, e+" ————e " ).
The t+" states remain fully occupied throughout the 3d
series, and, hence, they are optically, electrically, and
magnetically inactive. Since they represent bonding com-
binations, they contribute, however, to the chemical stabil-
ity of the TA-host bond. Their electronic relaxation, at-
tendant upon excitations and ionizations of the higher-
energy levels, controls the magnitude of these transition
energies. These levels were not recognized in the classic
Ludwig-Woodbury model. '

The &+ states start at the GaP:Ga limit as fully occu-
pied and unpolarized hostlike states near the VBM and
acquire XC splitting as they are gradually depopulated,
moving toward the GaP:V limit. The t+ electrons are
optically, electrically, and magnetically active. Since their
Mott-Hubbard Coulomb energies are smaller than those
of the more localized nonbonding e+" states, spin-flip
and electron-capture transitions require relatively little en-
ergy. This is a major contributing factor to the existence
of numerous charge and excitation states involving these
levels. For Zn, Cu, and Ni the first-acceptor transitions
involve the upper (minority-spin), t states, whereas for
Mn, and Cr, we predict the first-acceptor ionization to
take place from the lower (majority-spin) states t+
This is the reason why first-acceptor energies increase in
the series Zn —+Cu~Ni (0.07, 0.5, and 0.5—0.62 eV,
respectively), and then, following a jump at Fe and Co,
they increase again in the series Mn~Cr (0.4 and 1.12 eV,
respectively). For the impurities between Ni and Cr, the
t+ states cannot be considered hostlike ' ' since they
have a strong 3d component in the central cell.

The e~+ states start at GaP:Ga as fully occupied and
unpolarized, highly localized levels near the t+ pair.
Being far more localized than the t+ orbitals, they ac-
quire larger XC splittings as they get progressively de-
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enclosing a minus sign corresponds to the occupation of the A centers. Straight arrows connecting quasiparticle levels with the
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VBM. At the bottom of the figure we give the predominant one-electron configurations, and the term values and the total spin,
respectively, for A, A, and ( A )*, respectively.

populated in going to lighter impurities. The acceptor
transitions in GaP:Co and GaP:Fe (and possibly GaP:V)
involve ionizations of the higher (minority-spin) e "
state, but no ionizations occur from the lower (majority-
spin) e+" levels, which are always full. The reason that

the Ni acceptor is higher in the band gap than the Co ac-
ceptor, although the free-ion ionization energies show
the reverse trend, is, hence, that the former acceptor in-
volves the t2 orbital, whereas the latter acceptor in-
volves the e " orbital (lower by h, tr). The Co and Fe ac-
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uation is also not likely to occur, as the large crystal-field
splitting puts the t+ level above the e " level. For the
intermediate elements Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, and Cr, our model
and that of Ludwigand Woodbury agree on the relative
positions of the t+ and e+"R levels.

b, VI'."'(r)

~t,rr),=b.Vi"'(r)+ b VI"'(r) (20)

and depicted in Fig. 14. Clearly, the spherical (l=0)
response to the d-wave ( L =2) external perturbation

2.0

Cr

I

0 L-2 ( )

n

n 0 5

0.0

I

0.0 1.0 2.0 4.0

Distance (a.u. )

FIG. 14; Inverse of the effective spherical (l=O) dielectric
function for the L=2 nonlocal pseudopotential perturbation
[Eq. (20)]. The shading denotes the area common to all impuri-
ties.

I

3.0

D. Potentials and charge distribution

Having discussed the impurity-induced energy levels,
we turn now to the discussion of the impurity-induced
changes in the potentials and electron densities. Figure 13
depicts the pseudopotential perturbations b, V'"'(r), i.e.,
the difference between the local Ga pseudopotential (with
a valence charge Zo, ——3) and the nonlocal impurity pseu-
dopotentials (with valence charges ZI). When the differ-
ence is multiplied by r (Fig. 13), we find an effective (r
dependent) impurity ionic charge that approaches, at the
large-r limit [shown in Figs. 13(a)—13(c)], the point-ion
value of —2hZ =2(Zo —Zi)= —6, —8, —10, —12,
and —14, for I =Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni, respectively.
Inside the signer-Seitz sphere the impurity perturbation
is different from its point-ion limit ( —2b,Z). Whereas
for I.=O and 1 this central-cell correction is positive in a
small region, inside the impurity core it is attractive
over most of the Wigner-Seitz cell. The attractiveness is
lesser for the s and p waves than for the d wave, giving
rise, therefore, primarily to strong d-type impurity-
induced states. The crystal responds to this external per-
turbation b, V'"'(r) by setting up a screening potential
b, V"'(r) reflecting changes in the interelectronic Coulomb
repulsions and exchange-correlation interactions [Fig.
13(b)]. At large r, the screening effective charge
r hV'"(r) reaches the value 2hZ [indicated in Fig. 13(b)
in square brackets], cancelling the external point charge
—2 hZ. %'e see that the distance over which this cancel-
lation takes place (screening length) is rather short ( -4—5

a.u.), highlighting the nondielectric response of the system
to localized perturbations. This can be better appreciated
from the effective inverse dielectric function " et I'(r)
given by
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FIG. 15. Charge density along the (111)and ( 1 1 1) crystal
directions for various substitutional TA impurities in GaP.

occurs on an atomic length scale. This short-wavelength
screening implies that the impurity-induced charge fluc-
tuation bp(r) recovers after a rather short distance from
the impurity site. The charge density pl(r) of the
Gap:TA system (Fig. 15) shows a characteristic 3d-like
behavior along the (111) and (111) crystal directions,
with a rapid attenuation in amplitude as one moves to
lighter impurities. The charge fluctuation b p( r)
=pq(r) —p~(r), representing the difference between the
impure (I) and host (H) systems (Fig. 16), has a dom-
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the charge-density perturbation induced by different impurities
in CsaP.
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FIR. 17. Charge-accumulation functions, measuring the
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around TA impurities in GaP. The large-r asymptotic limit is
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inant spherical component Ape o(r) [Fig. 16(a)], as well as
smaller, longer-range nonspherical components hpI 3(r)
and Apt 4(r) [Fig. 16(b)], reflecting a change in the aniso
tropy of the bonding. When we integrate bpI o(r) up to a
given distance R, we find the function

a(R)= f Si, ,(r)dr, (21)

which represents the rate at which charge is accumulated
around the impurity. Clearly, for large R we expect to
find limz h(R)=hZ, i.e., the total excess of impurity
electrons over those of the Ga atom they replace. Figure
17 displays b(R) and shows that (i) the saturation limit is
attained within a relatively short distance from the impur-
ity site (-4—5 a.u. ), consistent with the rapid screening
evident from Figs. 13 and 14, and (ii) A(R) exceeds its
asymptotic limit of b,Z inside the central cell. This means
that at short distances the impurity overscreens itself and
compensates for this by having a negative charge fluctua-
tion bp(r) ~0 at a larger distance. This is the origin of
the maxima in r hV"'(r) [where arrows are pointing in
Fig. 13(d)]. We find that this "screening overshoot" is
characteristic also of substitutional 3d impurities in
silicon. ". " Notice that whereas the density fluctua-
tion bp(r) recovers only after a relatively short distance
from the center of the perturbation, the individual
impurity-induced wave functions (e.g., the tz and ec"
orbitals of Figs. 11 and 10, respectively) can be rather ex-
tended. The reason for this is that whereas the antibond-
ing gap-level orbitals are expanded, the bonding valence-
band resonances become contracted so that the total fluc-
tuation in density is short ranged. This interplay between
the gap levels and the valence-band resonances can be
better appreciated from Fig. 18. Here we have decom-
posed the total impurity-induced charge Q(R) into the
contribution Age, ~(R) from the partially occupied gap-
level orbitals and a contribution Agvn(R) from the
valence-band resonances. We display in Fig. 18 the R
dependence of these contributions for GaP:Fe and InP:Fe,
where we have normalized the limiting value
limz Q(R) to unity. We see that whereas the gap lev-
els accumulate charge at a slow rate (i.e., the tz and e or-

f~
bitals, contributing a charge b,gs', ~ and b.gs,~, respective-
ly, are not too localized), the valence-band resonances
make up the difference by decreasing their contribution
&Qvn(R) (past -2 a.u. ) at a faster rate The total chz. pge

0.75-

0.50 "

Q.25, -

0.0
0.0 3.0 4.Q 5.0

Distance R (a.u.)
FIG. 18. Decomposition of the total impurity-induced charge

t2Q(R) into a contribution AQ~, ~(R)=AQz, ~(R)+AQ~, ~(R) due
to the gap levels, and a contribution b,Qva(R) due to the
valence-band resonances, for GaP:Fe (upper) and InP:Fe (lower)
systems.

Q(R) hence attains its limiting value already inside the
central ce/I. This self-. regulating response of the valence-
band resonances " is the mechanism that reduces U,
enabling different charge states to coexist in a relatively
narrow energy range.

The opposing trends in the response of b,gs,&
and

b,gvB to ionizations lead to a simple chemical picture.
Whereas the neutral impurity A has substantial charge
on the ligands due to the partial delocalization of t2
when ionized to form 2+, charge flows (through orbital
relaxation) from the ligands to the impurity, making up
for much of the charge lost at the impurity site by its ion-
ization. Hence, the actual charge on the impurity site wi11
change by ionization to a lesser extent that what might be
expected in ionic systems (e.g., FeFz/F, F3). We hence
predict Mossbauer isomer shifts for GaP:Fe to have an
abnormally small change upon doping. This seems to ex-
plain the data of Seregin et al. '

It is interesting to compare the rates of charge accumu-
lation for the same impurity in different host crystals. In
Fig. 19 we provide such a comparison for a neutra1 Fe im-
purity in Si, GaP, and InP. We show the rate

gn(R)= f, pl(&)d&

at which the defect (D) containing system accumulates
charge, as well as the rate

QH«)= j, pH(r)«

at which the pure host (H) crystal accumulates charge.
Considering QD(R), we may ask what is the radius Rs of
a substitutional (S) impurity that encompasses its nomi-
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FIG. 19. We show for three impurity systems [{a)Si:Fe, (b) CxaP:Fe, and {c) InP:Fe] the rate QD(R) at which charge density is ac-

cumulated around the impurity site in the defect- (D) containing systems, the rate QH(R) at which charge density is accumulated
around a host-cation site in the pure-host (H) system, and the net impurity-induced charge Q(R)=QD{R)—QH(R). The shaded
areas denote regions where the impurity-induced charge exceeds its asymptotic limit hz (screening overshoot). Rq denotes the effec-
tive impurity radius defined from QD(Rs) =—ZI.

nal valence charge Zt inside QD [i.e., define Rs from the
condition QD(Rs) —=Zt]? We find that this effective
tetrahedral radius of bonded Fe is about the same in the
three host crystals, ranging between 2.5 a.u. for GaP:Fe to
2.7 a.u. for InP:Fe. These values are close to the classical
host-independent Slater-Bragg radius of tetrahedral ion
(2.65 a.u. , Ref. 107). We next show in Fig. 19 the
impurity-induced charge-accumulation function Q (R )

=QD(R) —QIt(R). As before, its asymptotic limit at
larger r equals —hZ, i.e., 8—4=4 for Si:Fe and 8 —3=5
for GaP:Fe and InP:Fe. The shaded areas in Fig. 19
represent the regions of screening overshoot. We notice
that in the more ionic system InP:Fe, where the screening
is less effective, it takes a longer distance for Q (R) to at-
tain its "healed, " asymptotic value. Further, in the highly
covalent Si:TA system the screening overshoot is larger
than in the heteropolar systems and occurs closer to the
impurity center.

Finally, we have decomposed QD and QH at the
nearest-neighbor radius 8=4.4 a.u. into their angular
momentum (s,p, d) components, and inquire into the ef-
fective occupation numbers q„qz, and qd of the TA im-
purity in GaP. In our previous study " "of Si:TA,
we found that qd equals approximately the nominal
valence Zz, i.e., that both the atomic s and the d electrons
become d-like in the impurity system. For GaP we find
here that only —', ——', of the s electrons are transferred into
the d shell, and that the remaining charge resides in the
impurity s and p orbitals. This is a manifestation of the
higher Coulomb repulsion energies in GaP relative to Si,
resisting a complete transfer of s electrons to the d shell.
We further find that the impurity effective charge Q(R)
increases only by (0.2—0.3)e as the formal charge state in-
creases by unity (e.g. , A ~A ). This is similar to the re-
sults obtained by us before " "for Si:TA.

Three conclusions are evident. First, the actual impuri-
ty d-like charge qd is considerably higher than-that im-
plied by the d symbolic crystal-field configuration
di'+i 3 "(Table I), where k here is the charge state. For
instance, whereas the symbolic crystal-field configuration
for neutral (A ) Cr + is d and that for the negative
center ( A ) Cr + is d, we find, for both configurations,
qd ——(5.3+0.3)e. The reason for this is that in addition to
the three e " +t2 gap electrons ("d ") acknowledged
by crystal-field theory, the impurity-induced valence-band
resonances accornodate additional charge that resides on
the impurity. Second, in contrast with the simple
crystal-field picture, the impurity d charge does not in-
crease by unity as its charge state increases by unity, pre-
cisely because the valence-band resonances reduce their
amplitude in the impurity Wigner-Seitz cell to compen-
sate for an increase in the occupation of the gap levels.
Finally, the net impurity ionic charge (the amount by
which the positive core charge AZ exceeds the electronic
charge inside the central cell) is of the order of (0.1—0.2) e
(the metal being positively charged), indicating rather
smaH ionicity in these systems, in marked contradiction to
the crystal-field picture (e.g. , describing A of Cr as a tri-
ply charged ion, Cr + ).

VII. SUMMARY

Using the self-consistent quasiband crystal-field
Green's-function approach and the formulation of Faz-
zio, Caldas, and Zunger for multiplet corrections, we
have described the elements of the electronic structure of
cation substitutional 3d impurities in GaP. Our main
conclusions are the following:

(i) Despite substantial covalency, the impurity-induced
states are rather localized inside the central cell, leading to
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significant proportions of electron-electron multiplet
corrections to the acceptor and donor ionization energies
and to the Mott-Hubbard Coulomb repulsion energies.
This is concluded from a systematic deconvolution of the
observed transition energies into a mean-field one-electron
piece and a multiplet correction piece. One-electron
theory can, at best, . reproduce the first component.
Many-electron effects decay in their relative importance
for heavier 3d elements (e.g., from Ni to Cu, being finally
zero in Zn).

(ii) Cation substitutional transition-atom impurities in
semiconductors have a universal energy-level scheme,
showing a bonding, d-like t2". crystal-field resonance, an
antibonding p-d —like t2 dangling-bond hybrid, and a
nonbonding, d-like, e " level between them. The impur-
ity states that evolve from the atomic 3d orbitals are e "
and t2", not e " and t2, as hypothesized by Ludwig
and Woodbury. This pattern of energy levels is consistent
with a simple three-level scheme, showing that the physi-
cally relevant (level-confining) gap is the tt' gap (-3—4
eV), not the optical gap. Some acceptor transitions (e.g.,
in Zn, Cu, Ni, Mn, and Cr) evolve from the ionization of
the t2 orbital, while others (Co and Fe) evolve from the
ionization of the e " orbital.

(iii) The nonmonotonic trend in the observed first-
acceptor energies (e.g. , minimum at GaP:Mn, local max-
imum at GaP:Fe) is largely a consequence of many-
electron multiplet corrections (large and negative in
GaP:Mn, smaller and positive in GaP:Fe). The one-
electron e and t energy levels show a purely monotonic
trend with Z.

(iv) Theory predicts the mean-field component of the
first- and second-acceptor energies to within 0.2 eV from
experiment for all impurities except Cr and Ni, for which
a larger discrepancy (-0.5 eV) is evident. Since the
predicted t2 energies for these two impurities (and to
some extent also for GaP:Mn) are systematically higher
than experiment, it appears that lattice relaxations (that
have been observed to occur in these two systems) would
lower the position of tz by 0.2—0.5 eV. We predict a
double acceptor for GaP:Co at E, + 2.4 eV, i.e., just
above the CBM.

(v) Mott-Hubbard Coulomb repulsion energies U in
these systems are of the order of 1—1.6 eV (0.2—0.3 eV in
Si:TA) and are significantly larger for e " electrons than
for t2 electrons. They are predicted by theory to
within an accuracy of 0.2 eV, except for Cr, where they
are calculated to be 0.5 eV too low. This suggests that the

(T +) state is stabilized by lattice relaxation more
than the A (T'+) state is. If the discrepancy is entirely
due to this effect, the net effect of the distortion is -0.5
eV in GaP:Cr and -0.2 eV in GaP:Ni. The large values
of U invalidate the use of Koopmans theorem in these
systems. Excitation energies between different d~d*
configurations are predicted to within -0.3 eV, where
theory overestimates systematically the interconfigura-
tional crystal-field splittings for such transitions. The sig-
nificant reduction in the Coulomb energies relative to
their values in free ions (-20 eV) is a consequence of a
charge self-regulating response, whereby valence-band res-
onances are reorganized spatially to accommodate popula-

tion changes in the gap levels. This self-regulating
response explains the seemingly paradoximl dual nature
of deep TA impurities in semiconductors: They are suffi-
ciently localized to retain sufficiently large multiplet
corrections, leading to high-spin ground states, yet they
are sufficiently delocalized to accommodate numerous
charge states within a narrow energy range.

(vi) Consistent with the self-regulating response and the
smallness of U, we find very short (2—4 a.u. ) screening
lengths in the system, a fast recovery of the impurity-
induced charge fIuctuation, a partial s~d configuration
crossover, and a screening overshoot. The net charge on
most TA impurities in GaP is small [(0.1—0.2)e], indicat-
ing a rather minor role of ionicity. The self-regulating
response further -suggests that whereas the 3 centers
have significant charge on the ligands, upon ionization
(forming 3+) charge flows from the ligands to the im-
purity. Hence, both 3 and 3+ have comparable effec-
tive charges at the impurity core.

(vii) The impurity-induced levels in GaP:TA are generi-
cally relative to the (concentrated limit) band structure of
Ta phosphides, much like the levels of Si:TA are related
to the band structure of TA silicides.

(viii) The binding energies of the impurity-induced lev-
els decrease when the impurity's atomic number decreases
at a rate that is 5—10 times slower than that for free ions.
This results from the formation of new transition-atom
phosphide bonds.
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APPENDIX A: OBSERVED TRANSITIONS
IN GaP:TA

We review here the most reliably known ionization and
excitation levels of 3d impurities in GaP used in this
work.

1. GaPCr

Figure 1(a) summarizes the best established electronic
transitions in GaP:Cr. Chromium exists in this semicon-
ductor in four charge states, 3+, A, A, and A . The
single-acceptor energy ( —/0) =E, + 1.125 eV was deter-
mined by Engeman and Hornung using a two-step excita-
tion of photoluminescence at 4.2 K. The excitation ener-

gy of the 3 impurity, 6=0.873 eV, was determined by
Abagyan et al. ' Spectra were also gi.ven by Kaufmann
et al. " and Kaufmann and Schneider' (see, however,
White's contention' ). The behavior of the zero-phonon
line under stress suggests a tetragonal Jahn-Teller distor-
tion. The double-acceptor energy ( —/2 —) was deter-
mined to be at E„+1.85 eV by Clerjaud. ' Brunwin
et al. ' found it at E, + 1.5 eV, using photocapacitance
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data, and Kaufmann and Koschel" suggested a minimum
energy of E„+(1.15+0.07) eV from optically induced
EPR. Recently, Kirilov et al. ' contested this conclusion.
We label, therefore, this transition in Fig. 1(a) as "tenta-
tive" (T). Chromium is the only 3d impurity in GaP that
was found to have a donor (0/+ ) transition. It occurs at
E„+(0.5+0.1) eV, as suggested by Kaufmann and
Schneider' using quenching data and EPR, and inferred
by Gloriozova and Kolesnik' from their photocapaci-
tance data. EPR data on GaP:Cr were given by Kauf-
mann and Schneider, ' Kaufman and Koschel, " Kirillov
et al. ,

' and Masterov et al. ' The existence of a distor-
tion in both A and A (either Jahn-Teller, or due to ag-
gregates) has been discussed on the basis of this data by
Andrianov and Savel'ev.

Using the d~d* excitation data, we have fitted the
spectra and found A., =0.856+0.08, A,, =0.787+0.08, and
kgff —0.65+0.03 eV. Using the parameters k, and k, we
have calculated the multiplet spectra for each charge
state. We give in Fig. 1(a) our assignment for these multi-
plet states, as well as the dominant one-electron configu-
ration e t" We f.ind that the single-acceptor transition
( —/0) corresponds to

[Cr +, A, T„e t'] [Cr +, A, 'Tz, e t ],
the double-acceptor transition ( —/2 —) corresponds to

[Cr+ A, T2et] [Cr'+ A A& et]
and the first-donor transition (0/+ ) corresponds to

[Cr +, A, 4T„e t']~[Cr~+, A+, A2, e to] .

All three transitions are seen to involve a change in the
occupation of the t orbitals. From the single-acceptor en-
ergy at E, + 1.12 eV and the double-acceptor energy at
=E, + 1.85 eV, we find a Mott-Hubbard Coulomb repul-
sion energy of the t orbital in the 3 center to be
U'"'(A ) = 1.85 —1.12=0.73 eV. From the single-
acceptor energy at E, + 1.12 eV and the single-donor en-
ergy at E„+(0.5+0.1) eV, we find a Mott-Hubbard
Coulomb repulsion energy of the t orbital in the A center
tobe U'"'(A )=1.12—(0.5+0.1)=(0.62+0.1) eV. Our fit
also predicts some yet unobserved spin-forbidden d~d*
transitions of the A center, e.g., the T2~ T&(t e ) and
T2(t e ) transitions at 1.0 and 1.12 eV, respectively.

2. CxaP:Mn

Figure 2(a) summarizes the data for GaP:Mn. Only
two charged states (A and A ) were observed. Man-
ganese has the lowest single-acceptor ionization energy of
all 3d impurities in GaP. The energy of this ( —/0) tran-
sition at E„+0.4 eV was determined by the temperature
dependence of the Hall coefficient by Abagyan et al. '

and by Evwaraye and Woodbury. The same value was
obtained from infrared (ir) absorption associated with
photoionizing 3 into A and a hole. ' The excitation
energy of the A center was determined in luminescence
by Vink et al. , yielding a zero-phonon line at 6=1.53
eV and a center at 5=1.34 eV. ESR spectra of the 3
center were given by Title and Plaskett and by Van

Engelen and Sie, who have also observed by ENDOR
the Mn hyperfine splitting, the hyperfine interactions
with the next-nearest Ga shell, and determined the cubic
crystal-field parameters.

The fit to the optical excitation yields A,, =0.86+0.08,
A,, =0.858+0.08, and b.,tt ——(0.52+0.03) eV, and enables
the assignment of the multiplets as given in Fig. 2(a).
This fit also identifies some yet unobserved spin-forbidden
d —+d* transitions of the A center, e.g., A~~ E(t e ),
A&(t e ), and T2(t e ) at 1.78, 1.78, and 2.09 eV, respec-

tively. The single-acceptor transition is assigned to

[Mn+ A T et]~[Mn+ A A et]
involving a change in the occupation of the t orbitals.
The excitation of the A center is identified as the

[Mn+, A ~A&, e t ]—+[Mn+ (A )", T&, e t ]

and is spin forbidden. It is found that both transitions are
dominated by multiplet effects, where hE (0/ )—
=b,EMF+AEMc=1.59+ ( —1.19) eV and h=b, MF
+b,Mc ——0.52+0.82. Hence, the reason that Mn forms
such a shallow acceptor in GaP with such a high
A ~(A )* excitation energy is that the many-electron
multiplet corrections lower the acceptor energy by 1.19 eV
and raises its excitation energy by 0.82 eV.

3. GaPFe

Figure 3(a) summarizes the data for GaP:Fe. Iron has
three charge states (A, A, and A ) in CraP. The
single-acceptor energy ( —/0) has been determined to be
E„+0.86 eV by Demberel et aI. by absorption of a p-
i ndiode [sup-ported also in Ref. 14(a)]. This value was
higher than the older value of E„+(0.7+0.05) eV given
by Andrianov et al. from the temperature dependence
of the Hall effect and the ir absorption at 300 K. Recent-
ly, Yang, Grimmeiss, and Samuelson have observed the
thermal emission rates, capture cross sections, and optical
cross section, and have concluded that the enthalpy of
transition is E„+0.82 eV, close to the value obtained by
Demberel et al. They estimated the optical threshold to
be just below it, at E„+(0.78+0.05) eV.

The second acceptor ( —/2 —) of GaP:Fe 'was deter-
mined by Suto and Nishizawa to be at -E, + 2.25 eV
[supported by Ref. 14(a)] using Hall effect and EPR for
identification. Using ( —/0) and ( —/2 —) one finds a
Mott-Hubbard Coulomb energy of U(A ) =2.25
—0.86=1.39 eV. The excited state of the A center was
observed by Andrianov et al. at 5=0.413 eV, as well as
by Vasil'ev et al. (stress splitting of zero-phonon lines)
and by Clark and Dean. ' More recently, West et al;
have measured the near-ir photoluminescence under unax-
ial stress, proving conclusively that the transition involves
the crystal-field levels of the A center with minor Jahn-
Teller energy shifts.

EPR data are available for the A center (Ref. 33).
ENDOR data have likewise been resolved by Teuerle and
Hausmann, who have suggested an interstitial site. EPR
data for the A center have been given by Kaufmann
and Schneider. The origin of this EPR was confirmed
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by the ENDOR experiment of Kirillov and Teslenko.
Recently, Masterov et ah. have challenged the interpre-
tation of Kaufmann and Schneider that the A center
is a substitutional d ion in the A2 state. Instead, they
suggested that the observed EPR might be due to a neu-
tral A central in the d interstitial position in the A2
state. In the absence of fine-structure experiments, it is
not possible to distinguish between these' A2 and A2
models from EPR. The A center has no EPR since it is
a spin singlet.

Fitting the absorption spectra, we obtain X, =0.843
+0.08 A, , =0.828+0.08, and b,, rr=(0. 45+0.03) eV. This
fit predicts a number of yet unobserved d —ed* transitions
of the A center, e.g., E +T~(t —e ) to 0.75 eV, and a
group of final states, E, T~, and T2, all evolving from
t e and located at 1.22—1.28 eV. Calculation of the mul-
tiplet state for each of the three charged states yields the
assignments given in Fig. 3(a). We identify the first-
acceptor transition as

[Fe + A A» e t ]~[Fe +, A, E, e t ]

and the second-acceptor transition as

[Fe+ A, E, e t ]~[Fe'+,A, A2, e t ] .

Both transitions involve a change in the occupation of the
e electrons. The value of the Mott-Hubbard Coulomb en-
ergy deduced above (1.39 eV), hence, corresponds to the e
level of A . %'e note that the many-electron correction
to the first-acceptor state is large [bE =b,EMF
+ bEMc ——(0.1+0.76) eV], whereas the many-electron

correction for excitation is small (bE =bEM„+bEMC
=[0.45 + ( —0.037] eV).

4. CxaP:Co

The experimental data for GaP:Co are summarized in
Fig. 4(a). Cobalt has been observed in two charged states
( A and A ) in GaP. The single-acceptor ( —/0) energy
was determined to be at E, + 0.41 eV by Loescher et al.
using temperature dependence of the Hall effect. Using
luminescence excitation, three excited states have been ob-
served by Bishop et al. and by Weber et al. for the
A state, at 0.559, 1.05, and 1.50 eV, similar to the re-
sults obtained earlier" by Baranowski et al. The EPR
spectra of the A center have been observed by Weber
et a/. , Kaufmann and Schneider, ' and earlier by Suto
and Nishizawa.

The fit to the excitation spectra yields A,, =0.831,
A,, =0.759, and Ad~ ——0.608 eV. Using the A,, and k,
values, we calculated the multiplet states for A and A
given in Fig. 4(a). We identify the first-acceptor transi-
tion as

[Co +, A, 'E, e r']~[Co +, A, Az, e t'],
involving a change in the occupation of the e orbitals. We
find a sizable many-electron correction to this acceptor
state: bE =bEMF +bEMc ( —0.08 + 0.49) eV, where——as
the many-electron correction for the first excited state is
small: bE =b,EM„+b.EMC —[0.61 + ( —0.05)] eV. —

5. GaPNi

The experimental results for GaP:Ni are summarized in
Fig. 5(a). Nickel appears in GaP in three charged states
( A, A, and A ). The energy of the first acceptor
( —/0) was determined by Abagyan et a/. from the tem-
perature dependence of the Hall effect to be at E„+0.5
eV, whereas Fung and Nicholas have determined a
somewhat questionable value of E, + 0.62 eV, as they
used the photoresponse of the photoconductivity [value
supported by Ref. 14(a)]. The second acceptor ( —/2 —)

has been determined by Szaelska et al. to be at
E„+(1.55+0.1) eV using photocapacitance measure-
ments. Abagyan et al. give a similar value of E„+1.5
eV. Bishop et al. found a value of E, + 1.77 eV from
luminescence excitation. Using the values of the single-
and double-acceptor energies, a Mott-Hubbard Coulomb
repulsion energy of —(1.55 —0.5)=1.05 eV can be de-
duced.

EPR data are available for the A and the A center.
Data for the A center are given by Kaufmann and
Schneider, ' whereas data for the A center are given by
Kaufmann et al. ,

" showing a moderate Jahn-Teller cou-
pling. Recently, Ueda et al. have described the
ENDOR data for the A center, where three shells of P
sites and three shells of Ga sites could be resolved. The
site symmetry was found to be substitutional tetrahedral.
The two different charged states were recently reinvesti-
gated by Ennen and Kaufmann and by Ennen, Kauf-
mann, and Schneider.

The absorption spectra of the A center were a subject
of controversy. Baranowski et ai observ. ed three transi-
tions at 0.705, 1.24, and 1.426 eV and assigned them to
the excited states of the A center. Fitting these transi-
tions, we obtain A,, =0.748, X, =0.714, and jeff—0.789
eV. This fit identifies the three transitions as T]~ T2,
T], and Aq, respectively. Recently, however, Kaufmann

et al. " and Ennen and Kaufmann suggested that the
lowest transition centered at 0.705 eV (zero-phonon line at
0.66 eV) does not represent an excited state of A, but
rather that of A, as is observed also by Noras and Al-
len. They suggested that the correct lowest excitation of
the A center is, in fact, at b, =0.58 eV (zero-phonon
line). This identification is supported by the lumi-
nescence-excitation spectra of Bishop et al. (who, how-
ever, incorrectly claim that the excited states of A and

overlap) and by the stress measurements of Hayes
et al. ' Using the three excitation energies 0.58, 1.24, and
1.426 eV, we have fitted the, spectra, obtaining
A,, =0.817+0.004, A, , =0.800+0.003, and ,,brr(0. 68
+0.01) eV. The three transitions are assigned to T~~ T2, A2, and T], respectively, i.e., the order of the
last two transitions is interchanged relative to the former
fit based on older data. " We note that the latter fit is not
perfect: the energy of the first-excited state [zero-phonon
line (ZPL) observed at 0.58 eV] could not be lowered
below 0.65 eV for any combination of the parameters
(presumably, this can be due to the use of the ZPL rather
than the absorption center for the fit). However, the ex-
perimentally deduced" value of 0.58 eV has been previ-
ously deduced from the higher levels and may well be
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closer to our result of 0.65 eV. A mystery still remains as
to why the excited state of A was not observed [it is ob-
served in ZnS:Ni and ZnSe:Ni (Ref. 52)]. We display in
Fig. 5(a) the experimental results as given by Kaufmann
et al. ,

" together with the multiplet assignments obtained
from our calculation. In square brackets we give the older
and less tenable experimental results of Baranowski
et a/. We have calculated the multiplet contribution to
each excitation using both versions. Figure 5(b) gives the
mean-field values calculated from Kaufmann's data, and

in sauare brackets we give the results of our calculation
using, as input, the data of Baranowski et al. Clearly, the
two sets of mean-field results differ substantially (e.g., the
one-electron level for the single-acceptor transition is
predicted to be 0.24 eV below the VBM using Kaufmann's
data as input to the calculation, whereas if we use
Baranowski's data, the predicted one-electron level is 0.14
eV above the VBM).

Further details about the fitting method we use are
given in Ref. 52.
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